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Abstract
Development of Rules of Attraction for Intercalated Guest Molecules Inside of a
Hydrogen Bonded Framework.
(May 2018)

Matthew Joseph Fischer, Sr
M.Sc., Chemistry, Saint Louis University, 2006
B.A. Chemistry, Saint Louis University, 2003

Chair of Committee: Dr. Alicia M. Beatty

Supramolecular chemistry has synthesized large and small molecules which host
guest molecules for several decades. What started as a way to mimic of enzymes in nature,
has exploded into a sea of materials such as porous coordination polymers, low-density
metal-organic frameworks, inclusion compounds, and hydrogen bonded frameworks. We
previously designed a layered framework consisting of a metal complex with coordinate
covalent ligands. These ligands have peripheral carboxylic acid groups which hydrogen
bond to organic pillars containing terminal amines. The layered structure is separated by
these pillars, which are closed-packed, creating 1-dimensional channels able to cocrystallize molecules. There is interest in selectively binding molecules for separation,
catalysis, molecular recognition or transport. How do guests selectively co-crystallize into
the framework? Do properties of guest molecules such as size, shape or electronics dictate
preference? By establishing a set of selectivity rules, potential applications appear.

i

In our pursuit, we devised a new way of coupling a thermogravimetric analyzer to
a mass spectrometer using solid-phase microextraction fibers. These two instruments can
be used together for a fraction existing coupling cost.
By testing guests of different size and shape, we found large guest molecules will
co-crystallize over smaller ones. If a guest is too large, the selectivity can become
concentration dependent. Maintaining the size difference between two molecules, we
changed to geometric isomers. The framework lost selectivity due to poor guest cocrystallization and low guest inclusion rates.
Next, we tested guest molecules whose size and shape was similar but had different
electronics. Aromatic guests with electron donating substituents were preferred over those
with electron withdrawing groups. The framework could detect subtle changes in the
electronic structure, e.g., substituting chloro- for a methyl. Guests containing anchor points,
σ-hole, were showed preference. Selectivity correlated to physical properties such as
boiling point and density of the guests containing electron withdrawing substituents.
Finally, we focused on single co-crystallized guests tested by thermogravimetric
analysis, gas chromatography, and powder x-ray diffraction. The preferred guests in the
previous study contained electron donating groups and high occupancy. Outliers such as
iodobenzene were preferred in competition but had low concentrations as a single guest.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

1

1.1

Background
Supramolecular chemists have explored a myriad of materials over the course of

several decades when it comes to designing molecular architectures which have hostguest properties. In 1967, Charles Pedersen synthesized organic based crown ethers while
at the American du Pont de Nemours company.1 D.J. Cram and Jean-Marie Lehn
expanded into a more 3-D approach.2 For their work, Pedersen, Cram, and Lehn shared
the Nobel Prize in Chemistry in 1987. Cram stated that host structures could be “designed
and synthesized which contain enforced cavities large enough to complex and even
surround simple in

organic or organic guest compounds” (Figure 1.1.2).3

Figure 1.1.2 Representations of host molecules from (I) Pedersen, (II) Cram and (III)
Lehn1-3
The host/guest pairs bind through non-covalent interactions such as hydrogen
bonding, Van der Waals forces, and hydrophobic interactions.4 Organic materials that can
act as hosts,5a such as cucurbiturils,5b macrocycles and polyethers,5c pillarenes,5d
molecular tweezers,5e rotaxanes,5f carcerands,5g fullerenes,5h calixarene,5i cyclodextrins,5j
cavitands,5k spherands,5l and capsules5m have been carefully made to bind organic
molecules, ions or metal ions (Figure 1.1.2).

2

Figure 1.1.2 Examples of organic-based host structures. I) carcerand, II) alphacyclodextrin, III) rotaxane, IV) pillarene, V) molecular tweezers, VI) catenane, VII)
molecular capsule6
Raymond and others have performed numerous studies on high-symmetry
coordination clusters which include M2L3 helicates and mesocates, M4L6 and M4L4
tetrahedra, M6L6 and M8L8 cylinders and M8L6 octahedra (Figure 1.1.3). 7,8

Figure 1.1.3. Coordination cluster, M4L6 by Raymond et al. 4c
These can host both neutral and cationic guest molecules in solution.7,8 The featured
coordination cluster in Figure 1.1.3 can bind guests in aqueous solution. It is selective
towards the size and shape of the guest. Lin et al. provided the first example of a chiral
organometallic triangle for asymmetric catalysis which had >95% conversion at room

3

temperature (Figure 1.1.4).9 The materials described offer a variety of possibilities, but
their host-guest interactions occur in solution.

Figure 1.1.4. Lin et al. chiral organometallic triangle.9

1.2 Porous Solid-State Materials
Solid state materials which have host-guest properties are essential in many
industrial applications. A well-known example is zeolites.10 These porous materials have
several different uses such as the separation of n-alkane mixtures,11 adsorption of
pollutants from water supplies,12 and catalysis for ethylation under non-isomerizing
conditions13, but their pores and channels are of limited size (Figure 1.2.1).14

Figure 1.2.1 ZSM-5 zeolite is a catalyst used for the industrial isomerization reaction
converting meta-xylene to p-xylene 15

4

The number of natural zeolites includes over 230 framework types; however,16
synthetic zeolites expanded the variety of zeolites, and their pore structure, which
increased their functionality.17 Close mimics to zeolites are porous coordination
polymers.18 In 1964, J.C. Bailar described porous coordination polymers as “an infinite
array of coordination complexes in which metal ions are bridged by multidentate
ligands”.19 A variety of synthetic approaches were adopted to increase the functionality
of porous coordination polymers. The strategy has given way to numerous structures and
geometries. The previously described structures carry a charge and therefore have counter
ions which can reside in the pore and channels. If the pore size is large enough, and under
the right conditions, the anion guests can exchange.20
Due to the many synthetic design strategies, functional porous coordination
polymers have been made to be selective towards certain gases and capable of separating
gas mixtures such as CO2, N2, O2 and CO.21, 22, 23 Larger molecules can absorb into
porous coordination polymers such as solvents and small aromatic molecules.24,25
Kitagawa et al. created a coordination polymer which can undergo [2+2] photodimerization changing the structure and affecting the gas sorption properties (Figure
1.2.2). 26,27,28,29

5

Figure 1.2.2 Structural change through photodimerization of a porous coordination
polymer can influence the gas sorption isotherms. 26
In 1998, Yaghi et al. developed the metal-organic framework (MOF) as the next
step from zeolites and was a subset of porous coordination polymers.30,19 MOFs made
from metal centers connected by dicarboxylate linkers form large pore materials.30, 19
These opened a new avenue of porous materials that have a high internal surface area and
do not collapse upon guest removal (Figure 1.2.3).

Figure 1.2.3 MOF-5, Zn4(O)(BDC)3, framework, where the yellow sphere is indicative
of the large internal cavity space which has a diameter of 18.5Å.30

6

Guest molecules of dimethylformamide and chlorobenzene become trapped during the
synthesis of MOF-5. Due to their mobility, these guests exchange with chloroform. The
guests can be removed entirely without the collapse of MOF-5. MOFs typically lack
small molecule selectivity. The pores usually are too large for guest selectivity.
Compared to porous zeolites, there are several thousand metal-organic framework
structures already discovered.31 However, what about other methods for creating
functional host-guest materials which did not rely solely on covalent bonds to hold them
together or to “enforce cavities”?
1.3 Hydrogen Bonded Materials
Hydrogen bonds are best known for holding DNA in its famous double-helix.33
Chemists have looked at how the hydrogen bond can play a significant role in designing
larger structured materials.32 Etter further described hydrogen-bonding patterns for
organic compounds stating that the “consequences of directed and selective hydrogenbond interactions on a set of molecules” “are to a solid state-chemist what a new
synthesis is to a solution chemist, i.e., the formation of a new chemical species.”34 She
went onto to describe eight rules for hydrogen-bonding in an organic structure.35 Crystal
packing patterns demonstrate these rules (Figure 1.3.1).35

Figure 1.3.1 Ring motif which uses the 1st rule of hydrogen bonding. “All good proton
donors and acceptors are used in hydrogen bonding.”35
7

As can be seen in Figure 1.3.1, self-assembly occurs through the combination of the best
donor and the best acceptor. The first three, termed ‘General Rules’ by Etter, are as
follows:
1) All good proton donors and acceptors are used in hydrogen bonding35
2) Six-membered-ring intramolecular hydrogen bonds form in preference to
intermolecular hydrogen bonds35
3) The best proton donors and acceptors remaining after intramolecular hydrogenbond formation form intermolecular hydrogen bonds to one another35
These patterns are seen through-out self-assembled hydrogen bonded materials and are
useful in numerous pathways to crafting new materials.36 Examples of these synthons can
be seen in Figure 1.3.2.32c, 32d

Figure 1.3.2 Examples of homomeric and heteromeric hydrogen bonding synthons 32c
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Homomeric synthons are those which hydrogen bond to the same functional group
synthon, e.g., carboxylic acid to carboxylic acid. Heteromeric synthons are those which
hydrogen bond between two different synthons such as pyridine and a carboxylic acid
group. Hydrogen-bonded synthons are part of molecular tectons. “Molecular tectons are
molecules whose interactions are dominated by specific attractive forces that induce the
assembly of aggregates with control geometries”.36d,37 Combining the idea of synthons
with molecular tectons, Wuest generated porous hydrogen-bonded networks where the
robustness of the material increased.37
Based on the rules set forth by Etter for hydrogen bonding, hydrogen bonded
assemblies, motifs, and structures begin to arise with dimensionality. The beginning starts
at zero or the 0-D structure. A 0-D structure would be a dimer where the two homomeric
or heteromeric synthons align. An example of this would be a dimer of benzoic acid
where the carboxylic acid groups are hydrogen bonded to each other (Figure 1.3.3).38

Figure 1.3.3 Hydrogen bonded dimer of benzoic acid, 0-D38
A 1-D hydrogen bonded motifs form when synthons capable of hydrogen bonding
are on opposing sides of a molecular tectons. An example would be a 1-D hydrogen
bonded chain of terephthalic acid. The two carboxylic acid groups are 180° from each
other on the aromatic ring. In the solid state, the carboxylic acid groups align just like the
benzoic dimer in Figure 1.1.12 but form a long chain (Figure 1.3.4).39
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Figure 1.3.4 1-D terephthalic acid chain formed in the solid state.39
The 1-D structure will adjust to a zig-zag pattern, by placing the carboxylic acid groups at
the 1 and 3-position around the aromatic ring making a 120° angle. The molecular tecton,
isophthalic acid, creates a repeating 1-D zig-zag pattern discovered by Deriseen et al.
(Figure 1.3.5).40

Figure 1.3.5 1-D isophthalic acid zig-zag motif.40
More complex, 2-D structures form from molecular tectons which allow for
hydrogen bonding in two dimensions. Trimesic acid contains three carboxylic acid
synthons at 90° from each other. By adding this third carboxylic acid substituent, a 2-D
structure of trimesic acid is formed. In the solid state, trimesic acid has been discovered
to form a 2-D honeycomb network (Figure 1.3.6).41
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Figure 1.3.6 Trimesic acid 2-D honeycomb structure.41

Michael Zaworotko added another tecton to Figure 1.1.15, in this case, 4,4’-bipyridine,
and demonstrated the honeycomb motif could expand in size.41 Expanding the pore size
of the honeycomb demonstrates that not only can self-assembled hydrogen bonded
structures be generated, but they can be tuned as well (Figure 1.3.7).41

Figure 1.3.7 Zaworotko’s trimesic acid and 4,4’-bipyridine expanded honeycomb
design.41
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1.4 Organic Solids with Host-Guest Properties
In 1994, Etter and Ward published a series of structures containing guanidinium
and arenesulfonates.32a These structures used directed hydrogen bonds between the six
guanidinium protons and the six lone electron pairs of the sulfonate oxygen atoms. The
self-assembled structures contained two-dimensional hydrogen-bonded sheets. These
sheets have a third dimension by assembling into single layers or bilayers (Figure
1.4.1).32a

Figure 1.4.1 Depiction of the guanidinium-sulfonate layer. 1) Layer from above. 2)
Representation of the bilayer and single layered structures 32a

In the depiction, dI is the ionic spacing, dVDW is the Van der Waals spacing and dSL is
spacing in single layer salts.29a The inter-ribbon dihedral angle, θIR, measures the dihedral
angle between the ribbons since the sheets tend to pucker to allow closer packing of the R
groups.32a
Ward et al. have published several iterations of the layered guanidinium sulfonate
host framework and found it capable of capturing guest molecules.42a, 42l Using the same
approach, but now using sulfonates as pillars, yielded a simple brick structure (Figure
1.4.2).
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Figure 1.4.2 Hydrogen-bonded layered brick structure where pillars, with terminal
sulfonates, separate the guanidinium layers 43

In this soft framework, the guanidinium bilayer structures are separated by pillars
containing terminal sulfonates.43 This created space within the structure for guest
molecules. Guest molecules co-crystallize in these systems during synthesis. Once the
guests leave the space, the cavity collapses.43 By changing the type of sulfonate pillars,
not only could the distance between the layers be changed but the framework could be
retained and can undergo guest exchange.42b Using this concept, Ward et al. have made
over 300 compounds.42c The host material can capture a laser dye, coumarin, and
depending on the framework structure create a blue or red shift in the emission spectra.42d
The guanidinium chemistry has been used to make supramolecular cylinders,42e, 42i
frameworks which change shape based on host-guest interactions,42f and layer separation
was increased or decreased by simply changing the pillar molecule.42g, 42h, 42j, 42k, 42n, 44
Hydrogen bonded materials can be used to separate molecules from solution, act as
catalysts, and the separation of gases.42 Supramolecular organic frameworks can absorb
and store carbon dioxide, methane, and nitrogen.42p, 42r Hydrogen-bonded systems can
undergo dynamic processes and be thermally stable.44
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1.5 Hydrogen Bonded Frameworks Containing Metals
It was stated earlier, that “all good proton donors and acceptors are used in
hydrogen bonding”.35 This is also true for pure organic species which are part of metalcoordinated ligands. These contain terminal synthons which can hydrogen bond (Figure
1.5.1).45

Figure 1.5.1 Strong donor/acceptor groups such as 1) -COOH, 2) -COHNR amido and 3)
-OH45

For crystal engineers, this makes available new tecton building blocks which could be
used to build robust structures with pores, and channels.45, 46, 47 These structures are less
densely packed making them capable of guest inclusion.46 The increased stability of these
frameworks comes from the addition of charge-assisted hydrogen bonds between the
building units (Figure 1.5.2).
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Figure 1.5.2 Representation of typical pillared-layer framework structures formed of the
anionic metal complex [Co(en)(ox)2]- and the cationic bipyridinium pillars (H2bpy)2+ and
(H2bpye)2+. 48

As can be seen from the figure, the protonated bipyridine carries a positive charge and
creates the charge-assisted hydrogen bond to the anionic cobalt complex.48 This soft
framework demonstrates that using hydrogen bonding to assemble a structure allows for
structural flexibility which can accommodate guest molecules.48 Once the guest
containing frameworks assembles, it becomes necessary to determine effective and
efficient means of analysis.
1.6 Analysis of Host-Guest Materials
Many techniques are used to determine the identify guest molecules in host-guest
crystalline materials. These techniques include nuclear magnetic resonance (NMR),
thermogravimetric analysis (TGA), single crystal x-ray diffraction (SCXRD), powder xray diffraction (PXRD), gas chromatography (GC), differential scanning calorimetry
(DSC), and spectroscopic methods.
NMR is a useful technique for identifying the presence of guest molecules within
a host material. It will also identify the interaction between the guest and host. Proton
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NMR has probed host-guest interactions and mapped the magnetic interior of the host
material.49 The guests can be identified by proton NMR if the crystals are soluble.50 There
have also been deuterium NMR studies used for characterization as well as 1H-13C
heteronuclear correlation NMR to confirm host-guest interaction at the atomic level.51,52
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Cd NMR probed the structural dynamics of a flexible framework which shows high

selectivity towards O2 over N2.53 A combination of 1H NMR and cyclic voltammetry was
able to distinguish when redox active guest molecules were present.54
Thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) is a common technique for analyzing hostguest systems. The loss in mass equates to a guest loss, solvent loss or water loss.55 TGA
is a useful analytical tool for these systems as it identifies what temperature the guest
evolves from the host material compared to the degradation temperature of the host.56
Others have reported that a combination of TGA and DSC can be used to determine the
guest kinetics of desorption from the host framework.57 Schatz et al. qualitatively
measured the binding strength of the guest molecule in the crystal lattice of a calixarene
by comparing the temperature of a guest loss against the known boiling point of the
guest.58 Studies with calixarenes qualitatively estimated their binding strength to guest
molecules within the crystal lattice.58
Another common but powerful tool used to look at the relationship between the
host and its guest is single crystal x-ray diffraction (SCXRD).59 It makes it possible not
only to visualize the host structure but also the orientation of the guest within the host.42a
When crystalizing a host material using a variety of tectons, it gives a clear picture of
how the material has changed and how that affects the guest molecule orientation.42k It
can elucidate how guests pack within the channels or cavities of the host material, such as
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polar guests lining up in a head-to-tail fashion.60 When designing functional materials,
such as liquid crystals, single crystal XRD affords the opportunity to look at how the
molecules pack together providing information for planning the next series of
experiments.61
Powder x-ray (PXRD) diffraction can identify structural features of a host
material and how that structure changes by adding or removing guest molecules. Powder
x-ray diffraction provides crucial structure information in this field,62 and a PXRD scan
finishes in a fraction of the time. Bharajwaj used PXRD to observe structural changes in a
diamondoid three-dimensional MOF as it lost guest molecules.61 Using PXRD, the Beatty
group observes a contraction between the hydrophilic layers of a hydrogen bonded
framework which is a result of the guest loss.63 Time-resolved powder x-ray diffraction
coupled with gravimetric sorption analysis is used to observe the uptake and release of
guest molecules.64 Arriortua et al. performed thermodiffractometric studies to show
coordinated water loss at different temperatures, which translated to crystal structure
transformations stemming from the reduction of interlayer distances while reducing
crystallinity.65 In situ synchrotron x-ray powder diffraction patterns have revealed how a
porous coordination polymer can have a shrinkable framework and have elucidated
previously unrecognizable structural features.66
A precise method for analyzing guest molecules is gas chromatography. This
analytical method detects guest molecules with specificity since the guest molecules
elution times are known. A standard curve of the guest molecule will allow for unknown
concentrations of that guest to be calculated from a sample. Nassimbeni et al. analyzed
the selectivity of a clathrate towards THF and ethanol. The competition studies
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performed using GC analysis showed that THF was preferentially enclatharated.67 In
many cases, a crystal was formed from a solution containing two potential guest
molecules; dissolved in organic solvent and injected into a gas chromatograph to
determine the selectivity of the host.68 The guest concentration can also be determined by
analyzing the growth solution by gas chromatography.69 Plotting the results of several
experiments generates a selectivity curve for that host against the two guest molecules.68
The relationship between host and guest has been explored using differential
scanning calorimetry (DSC). DSC can be used to calculate desorption kinetics of a guest
molecule as it leaves the host.57 Exotherms in a DSC curve can signify molecule release
from the host, especially in tandem with TGA data.65 In some cases, the DSC curve will
show an endotherm for guest loss, followed by another which signifies melting of the
host.70
Spectroscopy has been used to understand the interaction between the guest and
its host. UV-Vis titration experiments can monitor host-guest complex formation.71
Fluorescence measurements have demonstrated the use of host-guest materials chemical
sensing.72 Fluorescence from a host-guest exciplex, where the guest is mechanically
trapped, help understand concepts such as energy transfer as it relates to donor-acceptor
distance.73There is even a case where visible color changes have been used to identify
different guests occupying the host material.74

1.7 Size and Shape Molecular Separation by Host-Guest Materials
For a host molecule or structure to uptake, separate or co-crystallize guest
molecules, the guest must fit in the host. Therefore, the size and shape of guest can be
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important to host selectivity. The laws of attraction also apply; the electronic nature of
the guest molecule must fit that of the host structure or molecule.
Size is important when a molecule is trying to pass through a channel or pore.
Many studies have looked at how the guest's size and shape play a role in the host-guest
relationship.75 The dimensions of a molecule can become immensely important when
determining if it will be taken up by a host. Critical dimensions are calculated for
molecules to determine if they will be absorbed by zeolites.76 The critical dimension of a
molecule will also depend on the shape of the opening in the host material (Figure 1.7.1).

Figure 1.7.1 Using the minimum dimensions of benzene to determine whether it will fit
into a pore.76
For a slit-shaped pore, there is only one minimum dimension which must be met (MIN1).76 A cylindrical pore requires two minimum dimensions (MIN-1 & MIN-2).76 In
zeolites where the cavities are particularly rigid, the size and shape of the guest molecule
controls the absorption process.77 In ZSM-5, normal alkanes and simple aromatic
hydrocarbons pass through.77 The openings in ZSM-5 have such narrow openings that
molecules must be the correct size, or they will not pass through. The size of the pore is
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why ZSM-5 can differentiate between p-xylene and o-xylene.78 The size and shape of a
guest make a difference as to how it interacts with a host (Figure 1.7.2).

Figure 1.7.2 Effect of size and shape of xylene isomers and mesitylene molecules on
their entry and diffusion through H-ZSM-5. 78
Xylene isomers though similar, interact differently with the same channel. Figure 1.18
describes how each of the guests can only enter the channel when in the most favorable
conformation. A single → means the p-xylene, as I, can pass through linearly in both
directions. O-xylene in I and II can pass through but have a larger critical dimension
(0.74nm) than p-xylene (0.67nm). O-xylene in III, IV and V cannot pass through.
Mesitylene is almost completely occluded.
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Directed hydrogen-bonding provides a pathway to assemble functional host-guest
materials. For example, Chen et al. constructed this microporous hydrogen bonded
frameworks to separate ethyne from ethylene gas mixtures as they pass through the
porous material at different pressures and temperatures (Figure 1.7.3).42p

Figure 1.7.3 Representation of the organic building block (tecton) used to make (a)
which can separate C2H2 and C2H4. Yellow spheres mark the permanent pores 42p

1.8 Electron Factors for Host-Guest Molecular Separation
Just as size and shape are important so can the electronic nature of guest. DFT and
ab initio molecular dynamics studies can describe how the guest molecules may interact
with a host. In one example, these techniques estimated the stability of argon as a guest
molecule.79 Calculating the electronic nature of the guest molecule can indicate how it
might fit with the host (Figure 1.8.1).
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Figure 1.8.1 Calculated electrostatic potentials for diacetoxy substituted
benzo[k]fluoroanthene clip (1a) and guest molecules anthra-9,10-quinone (AQ), 1,8dinitroanthra-9,10-quinone (1,8-DNAQ), 1,5-dinitroanthra-9,10-quinone (1,5-DNAQ)
and 9-dicyanomethylene-2,4,7-trinitrofluorene (TNF). Red areas have higher electron
density, and blue areas have low electron density. 80
Calculating the electrostatic potential of the host and guest molecules can provide
a guide as to why certain guest show preference over others.80 From Figure 1.1.24, the
interior of 1a has a high level of electron density as seen by the red/orange areas.80 The
TNF molecule, with its low level of electron density, is the most stable inside of
molecular tweezers (1a) (Figure 1.8.1).80 The negative cavity fits well with the positively
polarized guest molecule.80 By comparison, AQ is weakly bound within 1a (Figure
1.8.1).80 Calculating these interactions and visualizing the electrostatic potential maps
allows one to see just how the host and guest are interacting (Figure 1.8.2).81 These types
of interactions are especially applicable when investigating how enzymes bind to small
molecules and it was found that the electrostatic surface potential of a guest molecule
needs to be considered.82
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Figure 1.8.2 Electrostatic potential maps over the 18-6 crown ether and
methylsulfonamide.81

1.9 Proposed Work
Our research will be primarily focused on a charge-assisted hydrogen bonded
framework synthesized in the Beatty Lab (Figure 1.8.1).63

Figure 1.9.1 Charge-assisted hydrogen-bonded framework from the Beatty lab, 1
This material is comprised of a metal coordination complex, where each of the ligands
contains a terminal carboxylic acid functional group. The structure allows for hydrogen
bonding with organic pillar molecules containing terminal amines. The pillars separate
the layers of the metal complex to form a hydrogen bonded framework. The pillars are
arranged in a louvered fashion and are closed packed. This physical characteristic of the
framework creates a one-dimensional channel which has been shown to host small
organic guest molecules.
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This research explores what influences the type of guest that occupies the
channels inside 1. By developing this understanding, we are determined to establish a set
of guidelines or rules to hypothesize the guest molecules which will preferentially cocrystallize within this framework. To perform this work, we will place potential guest
molecules in a series of competition reactions. By pitting one molecule against another,
the framework will begin to provide clues as to what aspects are critical the selection
process. We will focus on three specific areas to draw our conclusions:
1) By varying the size and shape of guest molecules, can we draw a conclusion
about the influence these parameters have on the framework’s selectivity?
2) For a pair of guest molecules, if the size and shape is kept as close as possible,
can the selectivity of the framework be influenced by the electronic nature of the
guest molecule?
3) Once the clues of the nature of the framework’s selectivity begin to fall into place,
is it possible to use single co-crystallized guest molecules to explain the patterns
or trends observed in the competition studies?
To further understand what influences the guests occupying the channels inside 1, we
investigated the size, shape and electronic nature of small aromatic molecules and
whether our framework can separate them.
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Chapter 2

Solid Phase Microextraction (SPME) combined with TGA as a
Technique for Guest Analysis in Crystal Engineering
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2.1

Abstract
A method has been developed to extract evolved guest molecules from a TGA

exhaust stream using solid phase microextraction fibers SPME). The study was
conducted using a known hydrogen bonded framework consisting of
Zn(HPDCA)2*(H2O)2 and o-tolidene which has been shown to contain guest molecules.
These guests co-crystallize inside the 1-D channels formed during the self-assembly of
the hydrogen bonded framework. Single guest, as well as mixed-guest-containing host
frameworks, have been analyzed using this method. Guest molecules extracted in this
fashion were successfully characterized using gas chromatography and mass
spectrometry without the necessity of coupled TGA/GCMS.
2.2

Background
Examples of supramolecular frameworks held together through charge-assisted

hydrogen bonding have been previously made in our laboratory using Cu(II), Co(II) and
Ni(II) complexes that contain peripheral carboxylic acid functional groups.1 The diamine
frameworks are based on previous work in which mono-amine structures formed closepacked layered compounds.2 Use of diamines affords very robust hydrogen-bonded
frameworks having channels that are desirable for the study of host-guest chemistry.3
Studying frameworks of this nature is compelling as they have the potential to be used for
gas storage, separations, or potential catalysts.4,5,6 It has been shown that networks can
be formed that contain guest molecules by combining equimolar amounts of Zn(2,4pyrdinedicarboxylic acid)2 and 3,3’-dimethylbenzidine (o-tolidene) (Fig. 2.2.1).3
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Figure 2.2.1 Representation of the zinc complex plus dimethylbenzidene which forms
the layers and pillars of the framework, 1
These frameworks reproducibly form hydrogen-bonded lamellar networks similar to
those reported for other charge-assisted hydrogen-bonded frameworks, such as
guanidinium sulfonates or trimesic acid plus amines.7,8 Crystalline frameworks become
host-guest materials when bridging hydrogen bonded components are used as pillars.5,9 In
our case, the zinc(II) dicarboxylate combines with diammonium pillars, which are far
enough apart to allow small molecule guests, such as toluene and hexanol, to be present
in channels.3 The walls of the channels are close-packed so that molecular transport can
occur only in one-dimensional (significant for transport across membranes, Fig. 2.2.2).

Figure 2.2.2 Diagram of one-directionality of the channels within the hydrogen bonded
framework where the guest molecules reside.
We have shown the framework to be stable to guest removal and re-uptake, and
are interested in guest selectivity when multiple guests are in competition with each other
in solution. Therefore, a technique which not only shows the change in weight upon guest
loss (TGA) but also the identity of the guest that evolves in specific temperature ranges is
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ideal.10 However, for labs not equipped with tandem TGA/MS, this can be a
challenge.11,12
In the past, several techniques have been used to determine the identity of guest
molecules in host-guest crystalline materials. If the crystals are soluble in a suitable
solvent, the guests can be identified by proton NMR.13 The guest can also be analyzed
from the prepared solution as well as the growth solution by gas chromatography.14,15
Previously our group has extracted the guest molecule from headspace using a gas tight
syringe, and it was then analyzed using GCMS.6 Some have reported that a combination
of TGA and DSC can be used to determine the host/guest ratio or the dominant guest
from prepared competition reactions.16 It has been shown that the guest can be removed,
and the crystal re-solvated with another guest or combination of guests by dipping the
crystal and allow solvent guests to permeate the system.17 When the samples are not
soluble in organic solvents, as in the case of MOFs, a variety of techniques can be used,
but in fact the MOFs tend to lose guests without heating. In one case, a MOF was
digested in basic methanol (NaOH), and UV-Vis absorption was used to determine the
concentration of guest dyes in the resulting solution. In the same study, guest uptake into
the MOF suspended in a mother liquor solution reduced the concentration of
bromoarenes in the mother liquor. The reduced concentration was determined by gas
chromatography.18
Our previous research on the Zn(HPDCA)2*(H2O)2/o-tolidine framework, 1,
focused on the synthesis of the framework itself and characterization through methods
such as TGA, single crystal X-ray diffraction, and powder X-ray diffraction. The guest
was identified by heating the host/guest solid in a closed container fitted with a septum,
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and by sampling the headspace with a syringe.19,20,21 Injecting the gas into a GC or
GCMS allowed the characterization of the guest separate from the TGA analysis. An
analyte extraction technique used by researchers in other disciplines, for example, water
treatment facilities, forensic laboratories, and artificial flavoring developers is SPME.
Using an approach outlined in the literature, we hypothesized that SPME could be used
for guest detection by sampling off-gas from the TGA furnace exhaust port.22,23
SPME was invented in 1989 by Janusz Pawliszyn.24 Pawliszyn noted that a
modified silica fiber using thermal desorption can eliminate the problems associated with
solid phase extraction (SPE) while still retaining the advantages of SPE, which had
proved to save lab and analysis time and eliminated the need for the use of solvents in the
extraction process.25 Prior to the introduction of SPME, SPE was the alternative to liquidliquid extraction, because in SPE analytes are absorbed from the sample onto a modified
solid support. However, in 1990 SPE required that expensive and time-consuming
modifications be made to existing analytical instrumentation. Modifications would have
to be made to the GC injector, or a desorption module would be needed.26 SPE had other
complications including large variations in the quality of SPE cartridges made by
different manufacturers. SPE cartridges were made of plastic, which allowed it to absorb
other analytes, giving greater opportunity for interference. SPME, on the other hand, can
be seen as an extension of laser desorption from fused silica fibers, since they are made
from fused silica fibers which have been coated with a specific thickness of polymer to
extract analytes from headspace or aqueous solution.27 The insertion needle is made of
metal, so unlike the SPE cartridge, the entire coated section of SPME fiber is exposed to
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the high temperatures of the injection port. Proper thermal desorption technique prevents
carry over between samples.
SPME analysis has two fundamental steps to the technique. In the first step, the
analytes are partitioned between both the sample matrix and the extraction phase. This is
followed by desorption of those analytes into the analytical instrument, typically an
injection port. It is currently and commonly used manually with GC, GCMS, HPLC and
LCMS instruments with no additional changes made to the instrument other than a 23 or
24-gauge injection liner (GC applications, dependent on the needle size). If available,
SPME can be used with a headspace autosampler.
Since SPME is mostly used as a headspace method, it is only able to analyze the
molecules which are in equilibrium between the analyte in the sample, in the headspace
above the sample and in the polymer coating on the fused silica fiber. While there is an
equilibrium step, it need not be exhaustive. The rate determining step of SPME is either
diffusion of the analyte from SPME polymer film surface into its inner layers or
evaporation of the analyte from the condensed phase to the headspace of a sealed
container.28 Depending on the nature of the polymeric coating of the fiber, SPME can be
used to detect hydrophobic or hydrophilic compounds and, in some cases, a modest
mixture of the two. A recent review of SPME outlines how the technique has evolved in
use and applications.24
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For liquid polymeric coatings, the level of analyte absorbed by the coating is
directly related to the concentration of the analyte in the sample.29

𝑛=

𝐾𝑓𝑠 𝑉𝑓 𝐶0 𝑉𝑠
𝐾𝑓𝑠 𝑉𝑓 + 𝑉𝑠

where n = mass of the analyte
C0 = Initial concentration of analyte in the sample
Kfs = partition coefficient for analyte between coating and sample matrix
Vf = volume of coating
Vs = volume of sample

More extensive work has been done however to explain the theory and practice of
SPME.28,30,31 It has been demonstrated that an SPME fiber could be placed directly into
the exhaust port of a TGA.22,23 The exhaust can contain volatile and semi-volatile
molecules which have been released from the sample within the TGA furnace. These
molecules are then absorbed by the SPME fiber, which is then placed into the injection
port of a GCMS and desorbed for analysis. Using SPME in this fashion can have
significant cost savings compared to the expense of coupling MS to a TGA.
As the guest molecules used in our host/guest framework have different
characteristics (aromatic compounds, long chain alkyl alcohols, and others), it is
important to use SPME fibers that absorb a wide range of molecules. In fact, SPME has a
wide range of detection applications. SPME has been used to detect aroma compounds,
halogenated volatiles in food, C2-C10 fatty acids in water, sulfur compounds, essential
oils in hops, xylenes in palm oil, benzene and toluene in vegetable oil, stereoisomers in
pulegone enantiomers, flavors in vodka, methylcyclopentadienyl manganese tricarbonyl
in beverages, pesticides in wine, trichloroanisole in wine, organophosphorus pesticides,
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selenium compounds, PCBs, methylmercury in fish, and insecticides and pheromones to
name a few.32,33-46
The coatings used in making the SPME fibers define which guests can be
absorbed. The fibers have been modified through the use of metal fibers comprised of
either platinum, stainless steel, or copper metal rather than fused silica due to the
increased mechanical strength.47 New coatings have been developed by building metal
organic framework (MOF) coatings onto the metal wires. These new MOF coatings can
be highly porous and thus increase sensitivity as well as selectivity compared to
commercial coatings. These modified coatings have been used to detect benzene
derivatives, organochlorine pesticides and other analytes of interest.48,49,50,51
In crystal engineering, especially with host/guest systems, obtaining a good
quality crystal can be a painstaking and lengthy process. Once a crystal has grown,
decisions must be made on how to analyze it. The addition of SPME to the crystal
engineer’s toolkit allows for a non-destructive way to analyze small amounts of guest
molecules as they evolve from a stable host framework. This allows the crystal to be
further analyzed for any changes in internal arrangement and structure once the guest has
been removed, rather than requiring the dismantling of the framework to analyze the
guests. SPME used in conjunction with TGA allows the identification of guests that
evolve over certain temperature ranges. Both are of interest when considering host-guest
frameworks that are stable to hundreds of degrees Celsius.
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2.3

Introduction
We have used a combination of thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and solid

phase microextraction fibers (SPME) to determine the identity of guest species that are
freed from molecular framework hosts, as well as the temperature at which the guests
evolve. While SPME has been used in other disciplines (such as for food and pesticide
analysis), it has so far not been used by crystal engineers for identification of guest
species. This method may be useful for those who do not have ready access to tandem
TGA/GCMS for guest analysis.
2.4

Experimental
SPME fibers were purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company (Supelco).

The 100 µm polydimethyl siloxane (PDMS) coated SPME fiber (Supelco, Cat# 57300U), 7µm PDMS coated SPME fiber (Supelco, Cat#57302) and the 85µm polyacrylate
(PA) coated SPME fiber (Supelco, Cat# 57305) were used. ZnCl2 (>97%) was purchased
Fisher Scientific. Toluene, m-xylene, and 1,3-diethylbenzene were reagent grade and
purchased from Sigma Aldrich. O-Tolidine (>97%) was purchased from Sigma Aldrich
Chemical Company. 2,4-pyridine-dicarboxylic acid (98%) was purchased from AK
Scientific. Methanol was reagent grade from Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company.
Dimethylformamide (anhydrous, 99.8%) was purchased from Fisher Scientific. TGA
plots were collected using a Thermal Advantage TGA Q50 (TA Instruments), and TA
Universal Analysis software was used to generate plots and analyze the output data.
XRD patterns were collected on a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractomer containing a
CuKα source (λ =1.54051Å) and viewed with MDI Jade 9 software. An HP gas
chromatograph 5890 and HP gas chromatography-mass spectrometer 5988A were used to
collect all chromatographic data. For GC/GCMS method development, the isolated
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crystals were placed inside of a 20mL GC headspace vial (Xpertek, PJ. Cobert,
Cat#954040) with a high temperature rated septa within the cap (Xpertek, PJ. Cobert,
Cat#952237). All chemical reactions were carried out under ambient conditions.
2.4.1

Synthesis of 1·guest
The Zn (II) metal complex was synthesized by combining ZnCl2 (0.0146 moles,

2g) in 40mL of D.I. water and 2,4-pyridinedicarboxylic acid (0.0293 moles, 4.9g) in 400
mL of a 1:1 ratio of D.I. water and methanol. The resulting suspension was filtered
through a Buchner filter funnel and paper filter. The white slurry was washed with D.I.
water until the mother liquor tested pH neutral. The product was allowed to dry on the
funnel and then air dried overnight. The resulting product was Zn(HPDCA)2*(H2O)2. The
Zn(HPDCA)2*(H2O)2 (0.06 moles, 0.025g), and 3,3’-dimethylbenzidine (0.06mole,
0.012g) were separately dissolved in 2mL each of methanol. The two methanol solutions
were then mixed together and stirred and a 1:1 mixture of water (1mL) and DMF (1mL)
was then added. The guest molecule, in this case, toluene, was added in excess. In most
instances, the guest molecule(s) was added to a 15mL glass vial and the methanol
solution of components of the framework were added on top. Crystals of the neutral
framework [1,(3,3’-dimethylbenzylidinium) (Zn(PDCA)2*(H2O)2)] then grew from the
resulting solution. The 1·toluene crystals are brownish-red haystacks. Once crystal
growth had ceased, the resultant crystals were washed in the glass vial with methanol
(1x), then acetone (2x) and then dried under vacuum to remove any remaining surface
residues which might bias the results. Samples were then analyzed using powder x-ray
diffraction scanning from 2° to 40° in 2θ.2
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2.4.2

Chromatographic Methods
In order to determine the GC/GCMS parameters, 1·toluene (0.010g) crystals were

heated to 200°C, which evolved all of the guest molecules being tested (temperature from
TGA data). 200°C was also used as the upper limit because 1 decomposes at around
215°C. The 100 µm PDMS-coated SPME fiber was inserted and was allowed to absorb
the guest molecules in the headspace for a period of two minutes. The SPME fiber was
then placed into the injection port of a GCMS, and the mass data was collected for each
of the eluted species. No traces of acetone or methanol were seen in the chromatography,
though sometimes DMF would elute around 2.00 minutes. DMF seems to co-crystallize
in small amounts. The standalone GC was only used for initial aspects of 1·toluene
analysis. The GC oven temperature was initially 30°C for 3.0 minutes, then ramped to
150°C at a rate of 20°C/min and held for 1.0 minute. The injection port temperature was
250°C. The total analysis time was 10.50 minutes. The retention times were slightly
longer since the GC used an 15m SPB-1 column, 10µm film thickness, 0.2mm ID,
bonded, 100% dimethyl siloxane stationary phase. GCMS guest determinations were
performed using an 11m HP-1 Ultra column, with a 0.2mm I.D x 0.33µm film.
2.4.3

SPME Coupled TGA
For SPME/TGA analysis, the coated SPME fibers were used to identify toluene,

m-xylene and 1,3-diethylbenzene guests. Using the SPME fibers, we were able to isolate
each of the guests from the TGA exhaust port while 1·guest was heated. The TGA
provided insight into the temperatures at which the guest molecules were evolving out of
1 (Fig. 2.4.3.1). Using a similar method to that of Biswas et al., an SPME fiber was used
in conjunction with the TGA to discern the guest molecule being evolved from the
framework.19,20 The TGA was programmed to jump to 40°C and perform an isotherm for
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three minutes. Although no evidence of residual toluene had been found from room
temperature head-space injections, this step was purposefully done to ensure that no
residual solvent was left on the surface of the crystal. Once the isotherm was complete,
the SPME fiber was placed in front of the TGA exhaust port. The plunger on the fiber
holder was depressed so that the SPME fiber fully extended into the exhaust port, but did
not touch the inside of the port walls. A heating ramp began, and the temperature was
increased at a rate of 10°C/min. The fiber was allowed to absorb the off-gas from the
TGA until 145°C, past the peak seen in the TGA graph expected to be toluene. The fiber
was quickly transferred to the GC and inserted into the injection port where the SPME
fiber was allowed to desorb and the guest molecule eluted through the SPB-1 column. 1
continued to ramp to a final temperature of 550°C.

Figure 2.4.3.1 TGA plot of Zn(HPDCA)2*(H2O)2 plus o-tolidine framework containing
toluene guest from 40°C to 550°C at a heating rate of 10°C/min
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2.5

Results and Discussion
The crystals of 1·toluene were analyzed using SPME fibers to absorb guest

molecules from the TGA, with both GC alone and GCMS. In the GC analysis, the
resultant chromatogram showed a sharp peak at 4m 27s (Peak Area = 555187). To ensure
that the toluene was being detected, a stock solution of toluene in methanol was run to
determine the retention time under the current GC conditions. Toluene eluted with a
sharp peak at 4m 25s (Peak Area = 4518843). This confirmed that toluene was not only
evolving from the framework, but being captured by the SPME fiber from the exhaust
gas of the TGA.
In the GCMS analysis, the fiber was inserted into the GCMS and allowed to
desorb. A peak was seen at 2m 61s (Peak Area = 1313133), and the corresponding
fragmentation pattern was consistent with toluene (NIST database). The retention time
changed due to the shorter column length. To our knowledge, this would be the first
example of an SPME fiber extracting guest molecules from a hydrogen-bonded
framework using TGA off-gas.
The TGA plot shows a very gradual onset for the weight change, so a different
technique was used to determine a more definitive temperature range for guest evolution.
In this case, the sample was placed in a vial equipped with a septum and heated to a
precise temperature using a heating block. The vial was placed in a well of a heating
block set to 40°C. The sample was allowed to heat for 10 minutes. During the last two
minutes, the fiber was exposed to the headspace and then inserted into the GCMS and
allowed to desorb at 250°C. There was no evidence found in the chromatogram, nor the
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mass spectrum data of toluene evolving from the host. The temperature of the block was
increased by 10°C until 120°C was reached (Table 2.5.1).
Table 2.5.1 Measured peak areas for 1·toluene detection during step-wise temperature
gradient
Heating Block
Temperature
(°C)

Peak Area
(Abundance)

40
50
60
70
80
90
100
110
120

ND
ND
Detect
Detect
Detect
Detect
Detect
Detect
Detect

Post Purging
Peak Area
(Abundance)

Detect
ND

It can be seen that the onset temperature where toluene first becomes detectable is around
60°C. For each temperature set point tested, a clean, new vial was used, and a fresh
crystal sample was tested. The average crystal weight was 20mg for each of the samples.
The only guest peak that appeared throughout this temperature range was identified as
toluene, whose retention time was based on standard injections. The peak area fluctuated
as several 7µm PDMS fibers were used in this series. The 7µm fibers tended to be more
fragile than the other fibers used in previous experiments. Other experiments have shown
dimethylformamide present in the chromatography. It is not surprising since DMF is part
of the crystal growth solution and some may become co-crystallized as well.
The temperature of the multi-well heating block was again set to 120°C and
sampled using the same procedure as before. The SPME syringe was immediately
inserted into the GCMS and allowed to desorb while the sample vial was cooled to room
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temperature using a stream of compressed air. Once the sample was cool, the vial was
purged with nitrogen for 1 minute. The cap was replaced, and the vial positioned back on
the heating block at 120°C. The SPME fiber was then exposed to the headspace for 10
minutes. After 10 minutes, the fiber was removed and inserted into the GCMS. No guest
was detected at 120°C after purging. The temperature was then reduced to 110°C and the
heating, cooling, purging and injection cycle was repeated. The toluene guest was
detected after the purge when the temperature of the block was 110°C (Table 2.5.1). The
presence of the guest in the headspace post purging tells that at lower temperatures, not
all of the guest is released. There is potential for partial release of the guest within a
specific temperature range. The crystal could then be held for a period of time while part
of the initial guest concentration is stored and released at a later date.
While the purge cycle sheds some light on the release of the guest from the
framework, there is still a tail from the TGA plot around 130°C. The TGA/SPME method
had to be revisited to be sure of the final temperature of guest release. An 85µm
polyacrylate fiber (PA) was used for this test because it has lower detection limits for
toluene than PDMS. The PA fiber has higher response factor than 7µm PDMS or even
100µm PDMS. Peaks will have a higher area count in the GC chromatograph. As can be
seen in Table 2.5.2, the peak area does increase during exposure.
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Table 2.5.2 Measured data for 1·toluene from the TGA and GCMS using 85μm PA
SPME fiber.
Crystal
Wt
(mg)
22.565
24.970
24.366
21.337
23.017
22.577

Initial Temp
of Fiber
Exposure
(°C)
40
100
110
120
130
140

Peak Area
(Abundance)

Residence
Time (Mins)

TGA, Wt
Diff (%)
40-145°C

1313133
1004544
679366
389800
151190
173877

10.5
4.5
3.5
2.5
1.5
5

12.25
11.55
11.83
11.97
11.65
14.98

TGA, Wt Diff
(%) Extraction
Temp to
145°C
12.25
5.626
4.030
2.687
1.494
3.141

Does the amount of guest loss based on TGA weight change correspond to the
peak area shown in the GCMS study? To answer this question, the weight difference
from the TGA for the temperature range of 100-130°C was plotted against the peak area.
Here we see a linear response with an R2 value of 0.9957 (Figure 2.5.1).
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Figure 2.5.1 Plot of toluene guest TGA weight versus peak area
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1.4

1.6

Considering how the guest was sampled, the linearity is impressive, demonstrating that
the SPME technique is not only qualitative but also can determine relative quantities of
guests. Having the ability to have the off-gas sampled from the TGA correlate with a
change in concentration can have a significant impact on future studies. It would be
interesting to detect the overall concentration of guest for each TGA event. While
sampling, there was no disturbance of the TGA itself, thus yielding usable TGA data as
well as GCMS data. An attempt was made to use an A-2 Luer gas-tight headspace
syringe to sample the off-gas from the TGA and compare the results to the SPME fiber.
Not only was there no evidence of the guest in the chromatogram, but a significant noise
signal could be seen in the TGA when the gas sample was pulled. Using the headspace
syringe contaminated the TGA data whereas the SPME fiber left no trace that any
sampling had been performed.
1·m-xylene/1,3-diethylbenzene were tested in the same manner as 1·toluene using
the TGA/SPME method. The crystals used here were part of a series of competition
reactions in which the guest molecules were added at different mole fractions over a
series of 11 experiments. For this determination, the framework was assembled using the
same previously mentioned synthetic pathway, however; mole fractions of m-xylene (χA
= 0.4) and 1,3-diethylbenzene (χB = 0.6) were placed in the growth solution rather than a
single potential guest molecule. As the crystal grows, the preferred guest will be the
predominant species in the host cavities. Once the crystal was isolated from the growth
solution, the crystals were washed, dried and then placed in the TGA for analysis. In the
same manner, as the toluene experiment, the crystal was held isothermally for three
minutes to ensure that no residual solvent was left of the surface of the crystal. Once the
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isothermal period was complete, an SPME fiber with 85µm PA coating was placed in
front of the exhaust port and the fiber exposed. A PA SPME fiber was chosen since its
response factor is an order of magnitude larger than that of 100µm PDMS for xylenes.
The same TGA program was run for all three samples. The fiber was quickly transported
to and inserted into the GCMS rather than the stand-alone GC to differentiate between the
guests.
Competition studies between m-xylene and 1,3-diethylbenzene can reveal what
types of guest molecules will be dominant inside of the framework. Using crystals from
an ongoing competition study between m-xylene and 1,3-diethylbenzene, it was
determined whether the SPME fiber could absorb multiple guest molecules from the
TGA off-gas. The same extraction conditions were set on the TGA as the toluene system
using the 85µm PA coated fiber. The GCMS parameters were used to determine which of
the two possible guests were absorbed by the fiber. Two distinct peaks appeared in the
mass spec. The ratio of the areas of the peaks for the two guest molecules show 1,3diethylbenzene as the dominant guest molecule. More work would have to be done to
display the direct correlation between the TGA/SPME results and head-space analysis
results.
2.6

Conclusions
We have demonstrated that SPME fibers can be a useful tool for analyzing guest

molecules evolved from crystalline frameworks, either by headspace analysis or from
TGA off-gas. The non-destructive nature of SPME headspace analysis allows for the
framework to remain intact so that the crystal may be used for other studies. This is a
great advantage over methods which dissolve the entire crystal. SPME requires little
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sample volume for analysis, which is also useful in host/guest crystal systems that are
hard to obtain. Using SPME in tandem with the TGA offers an effective option for
analyzing guest molecules in conjunction with separate events observed by the TGA, but
without the high coupling costs that tandem TGA/GCMS brings. SPME sampling does
not contaminate the TGA plot data by creating noise which would make it difficult for
accurate weight difference calculations. This method can also help identify guest
molecules that might otherwise appear too disordered in XRD. We have shown that not
only will SPME assist in the detection of a single guest but also multiple guests from
TGA off-gas. It may be possible in the future to isolate separate TGA events to
determine the guest from each event.
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Chapter 3

Guest Preference Studies to Determine Selectivity of a
Hydrogen Bonded Host Framework: A Competition Between
Guests of Different Size and Shape
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3.1

Abstract
Our group has previously demonstrated that Zn(HPDCA)2*(H2O)2 and o-tolidene

will assemble into a robust porous framework using charge-assisted hydrogen bonds.
This host framework can co-crystallize pairs of guest molecules. Experimentation has
shown that porous materials held together by hydrogen bonds will separate molecules.
This framework’s ability to separate guest molecule pairs has been explored to
demonstrate its selectivity towards specific guest molecules. Using headspace gas
chromatography to measure relative occupancy, we focused on how selectivity changes
based on size and shape of the guest molecules. For size and shape comparison, we have
narrowed our study to that of xylenes and diethylbenzenes. The effect on selectivity by
the framework based on size was determined by comparing guests with methyl groups
versus guests with ethyl groups. For the shape, we used guests whose substituents were in
the meta-, ortho- and para- position. The preference of the host framework towards size
and shape will be discussed.
3.2 Introduction
Charge assisted hydrogen bonds have been shown to form a flexible framework
which also houses guest molecules. Michael Ward et al. have numerous publications
outlining guanidinium sulfonate frameworks.1 As an example, a material forming a
simple brick pattern that collapses upon guest removal is illustrated in Figure 3.2.1.
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Figure 3.2.1 Guanidinium sulfonate charge-assisted hydrogen bonded frameworks where
terminal sulfonates form pillars separating guanidium layers, Ward et al.2
This type of material offers many different design strategies. The tecton units can be
changed to make a channel longer or broader, thus adjusting the functionality. These
materials capture the guest molecules through co-crystallization rather than adsorption.
A step closer to our framework is a charge-assisted hydrogen bonded material by
George Shimizu et al. (Figure 3.2.2). 3

Figure 3.2.2 Permanently porous material, {[Ni(tame)2]1(PES)2}.3 The red atoms are
oxygen.
This framework was made from a combination of {[Ni(tame)2]1(PES)2}. The tame is
1,1,1-tris(aminomethyl)ethane and PES is 2-phenylethynesulfonate. Similar chargeassisted hydrogen-bonded compounds were also made by Sevov et al. which had guests,
but selectivity was not tested.4
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3.2.1 Guest Molecule Separation Using Host Materials
Separation science is crucial to the field of chemistry whether for purification or
as an analytical tool. According to Nassimbeni, host molecules can be broadly
characterized as two main forms.5 The first would be those which form molecular
complexes by fitting convex guests into the concave cavity.5 The form would include
many of the carcerands,6 cyclodextrins,7 calixarenes,8 and cavitands9 just to name a few.
Other organic molecules such as capsules,10 tweezers,11 and pillarenes12 have also played
as hosts. The second would be hosts which form lattice inclusion compounds and allow
for cavities,13 channels,14 and layers15 allowing for the inclusion of guests.5 Host can also
form from metal-organic frameworks16 and porous coordination polymers.17
From 2006-2009, there have been 130 patents awarded for xylene isomer
separation.18 Purification of the p-xylene molecule has been the focus of a significant
amount of attention since it is the precursor to terephthalic acid. It is the monomer used to
produce polyethylene terephthalate used for the manufacture of bottle, films, and
fibers.19,20 Xylene and diethylbenzene isomers are coating precursors (xylenes isomers),21
heat transfer fluids22 or precursors to divinylbenzene which is used to produce
crosslinked polystyrene (diethylbenzene isomers).23 Xylene isomers and other aryl
compounds have also been classified as pollutants by the EPA. These molecules are
found in rainwater, soil samples, surface water, drinking water and aquatic organisms.24
The separation and isolation of these types of molecules can have an industrial as well as
environmental impact.
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3.2.1.1 The Separation of Gaseous Species Using Host-Guest Materials
The adsorption or co-crystallization of a guest molecule inside of a host material
can be a straightforward but also a selective process. Guest-containing materials can
easily entrap some guests while others are entirely occluded.
Gas separations are important on the front and back end of many industrial
chemical processes. Inclusion compounds, having a variety of cavity sizes, channels, and
pores are capable of separating gases from solution. A calixarene was created which can
store methane at temperatures well above its boiling point and at low pressures.25
Cyclodextrins have been shown to bind with Cl2, Kr, Xe, O2, CO2, C2H4, CH4, C2H6, and
C4H10 while in an aqueous environment.26 Cryptophane-111 can be size and shape
selective to simple gaseous hydrocarbons thus separating them.27 O2, N2, CO2, and Xe in
organic solution have been encapsulated by hemicarcerands.28 A self-assembled
hydrogen bonded capsule demonstrated selectivity towards methane and nitrogen.29
Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs) have performed gas separations. Kitagawa et
al. have been able to develop a flexible MOF to selectivity absorb CO2 over acetylene, a
difficult task due to the two gases similarities in molecular size, shapes, and sorption
parameters.30 Flexible MOFs have been shown to separate N2/O2 combinations.31 Flexible
MOFs can effectively “breath” or demonstrate structural deformations; this can lead to
greater selectivity between gas molecules such as O2 and N2.32
Hydrogen bonded materials are useful for gas separations as well. The flexibility
of the material increases the selectivity of the hydrogen bonded framework. Flexible
microporous hydrogen bonded organic framework will selectively absorb carbon dioxide
over acetylene, methane and nitrogen.33 Shimizu’s permanently porous framework, held
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together by charge-assisted hydrogen bonds, demonstrated reversible CO2 and N2
absorption.3
3.2.1.2 Host-Guest Materials Capable of Small Molecule Separation
The separation and purification of small molecules is important for synthetic
precursors as well as final products. Many manufactured products are reliant on high
purity monomers as a starting material. Many of these are low molecular weight
hydrocarbon and aromatic compounds. Inclusion compounds have been able to separate
small aryl molecules through co-crystallization or as a stationary phase. The para-, ortho,
and meta-xylene isomers have been separated by co-crystallization based on the size and
shape of the molecule.34 Selectivity studies demonstrate inclusion compounds capability
of separating a mixture of xylenes through co-crystallization.35 Crown ethers and
cyclodextrins have been shown to separate hydrogen and deuterium homologs of small
molecules when used in chromatographic columns.36
Soft-materials such as porous coordination polymers have been explored for their
small molecule selectivity. Kitagawa demonstrates how in the porous coordination
polymer, {[Co(NCS)2(3-pia)2]·4THF}n, THF molecules are held in the cavities through
hydrogen bonding.37 Metal-organic frameworks (MOFs), have also been shown to house
and even separate small guest molecules. Their flexible nature and tunability allow for
tailoring of the pores and channels which may allow for one guest but not another.
Rosseinsky presents an example, Ni2(4,4’-bipyridine)3(NO3)4, which readily uptakes
toluene but will occlude 1,3,5-triethylbenzene.38 A MOF constructed by Ghosh et al. has
a flexible linker creates {[ZnO4(L)3(DMF)2]*xG}n, where L is the flexible ligand and G
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represents guest molecules.39 This flexible framework undergoes a structural
transformation which gives a nonporous phase (Figure 3.2.1.1).39,19

Figure 3.2.1.1 Representation with framework flexibility and selective guest
accommodation (left). Strategically designed flexible ligand (right).19
When exposed to mixed xylene vapors, this new guest-free phase will selectively absorb
p-xylene and occlude the meta- and ortho-xylene.19 It will also selectively absorb styrene
over ethylbenzene.20 Jeffrey Long’s group has synthesized a microporous MOF capable
of selective adsorption of xylenes.40 The porous material selectively adsorbs p-xylene but
occludes o-xylene and m-xylene (Figure 3.2.1.2).

Figure 3.2.1.2 The MOF, ([In(OH)(OBA)]·DMF, H2OBA = 4,4’oxybis(benzoic acid),
JUC-77. Vapor adsorption and desorption with benzene (red circles, adsorption, red open
circles desorption), adsorption of toluene (purple triangles), adsorption of p-xylene (blue
rhombus), adsorption of o-xylene (star), and adsorption of m-xylene (green rectangles).40
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3.2.1.3 Large Molecule Host-Guest Separation
In the same vein that gas and small molecule separation make up a fair amount of
research and industrial processes, large molecule separation has been and will continue to
be just as important. Large inclusion compounds can separate or be selective towards
high molecular weight molecules species. Nau at el performed binding studies to
selectivity capture human steroids using cucurbit[n]urils.41 Nau argues that steroids
cannot be bound by normal binding motifs such as hydrogen bonds or charge interactions
and therefore focuses on recognition through size and shape (Figure 3.2.1.3).41

Figure 3.2.1.3 Selective binding of guest molecules in cucurbit[n]urils based on size.27

The cucurbit[7]uril, with its smaller cavity, had high selectivity towards smaller steroids
and cucurbit[8]uril would bind the larger and smaller steroids. This study was performed
in solution. The expulsion of water from inside of the cucuribit[n]uril cavity would drive
host-guest binding.41 A similar mechanism was observed for some of the guest inclusion
work by Kenneth Raymond et al. found in the introduction (Chapter 1). Inclusion
compounds such as urea and cyclodextrin have been shown to separate polyethylene
glycol polymers with molecular weights ranging from 600 g·mol-1 up to 20,000 g·mol-1.42
Connected crown ethers, termed exTTF-(crown ether)2, of different sizes have been made
to act as receptors for fullerene, C60, showing that the intensity of the molecular
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interactions increases with the size of the ether.43 A metallosupramolecular tetrahedron
with iron vertices can play host to C60 in the pursuit of photo- and electrocatalytic
processes.44
When the void space is large enough and the structure robust enough for
permanent porosity, MOFs are capable of absorbing and separating large molecular
species. Zhao et al created a MOF with extended tricarboxylate ligands and Zn(II) ions
giving it a larger pore which was shown to separate large organic dyes such as methyl
yellow, methylene blue, and rhodamine 6g.45 A Na(I) MOF, termed cage-in-cage
framework structure, developed by Du et al shows selective absorption of large organic
dyes and utility for the column-chromatographic separation of organic dyes.46 The ability
to absorb large molecules is an essential function for a MOF. Research by Jeffrey Long et
al. uses MOFs as a drug delivery system for large molecule drugs like Olsalazine (3,3' azobis (6-hydroxybenzoate)salicylic acid).47
3.2.1.4 The Separation of Guest Molecules Based on Size and Shape
A primary method of separating a group of objects is based on their size. By
varying the synthons used for construction, the pores of tubes built from macrocyclic
rings can be tuned to separate a variety of aromatic compounds based on their size.48
Ward et al. have generated cubic coordination cages to separate cyclic ketone guest
molecules based on the number of carbon atoms in the guests.49 Size-selective separation
of large guest molecules, such as C60 and C70, has been performed through the synthesis
of self-assembled metallarectangles.48 Cucurbituril chemistry has been shown to have
size selectivity towards steroids.41
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Chemists have investigated host selectivity based on the size and shape of a guest
molecule, exploiting both parameters can provide another mechanism for selective
separation. Ward et al. explored changing the guanidinium sulfonate framework to be
selective towards xylene isomers.51 Biradha et al. were able to use size and shape
selectivity to separate 9-anthraldehyde from anthracene, and phenanthrene while also
separating perylene from pyrene and phenanthrene.52 Competition studies have been
performed where two potential hosts are vying for the same guest, though the size and
shape of small hydrocarbons was still a factor.45 Isostructural MOFs show shape and size
selectivity by rejecting the small spherical argon atom and accepting the slightly larger
and linear shaped nitrogen molecule.54 By tailoring the host cavities with primary and
secondary building units, one can be both size and shape selective.55 By tuning the size of
a cavity, researchers can see enzymatic like selectivity by the host based on size and
shape of the guest.56
3.3

Background Work
The concern of this work is to determine to what degree hydrogen bonded

materials are suitable to host materials for the separation of small organic guest
molecules. Beatty and others synthesize hydrogen bonded coordination compounds
known to play host to small organic molecules. 57,58,59 The host framework, 1, developed
previously in the Beatty lab, will be used to determine if small organic molecules can be
separated based on size and shape.57
The transition metal complex forms the layers of the supramolecular framework
held together by charge-assisted hydrogen bonds.60-63 3,3’-dimethylbenzidine pillars
separate these layers. The Zn complex forms a close-packed lamellar sheet which bars
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guest molecules from passing between layers. The pillars are oriented to provide
approximately 20Å of separation between the layers and form close-packed channels
which also prohibit guest penetration. The distance from pillar centroid-to-pillar centroid
across the channel is about 8.5Å which is enough space for small guest molecules to cocrystallize inside the channels.57 Again, the close-packed system prevents
interpenetration and limits guest movement in all but one dimension. The result is a onedimensional channel in which guest molecules can reside (Figure 3.3.1).

Figure 3.3.1 View of 1 (framework). One-Dimensional channels formed by layers of
zinc (II) complex and di-ammonium pillars. The view from the side shows the channels
being closed off.
The host framework is stable in air while containing a guest molecule and
maintains integrity up to 180°C. The hydrogen bonds allow for flexibility to
accommodate a variety of guests. Once a guest is removed, an entirely new guest can be
inserted into the framework,57,58 signifying that the hydrogen-bonded host framework is
robust enough to allow guests to be added and removed repeatedly. This is far different
from inclusion compounds where the host no longer exists without the guest. The allows
us to determine what other functions this framework can demonstrate. Since this is a
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porous material, we investigated whether a combination of molecules could be separated
by this framework via co-crystallization from solution.
The remaining questions we had about the framework were based on the
following: we know this material is suitable for host/guest chemistry and we know that
the guest can be removed through heating.29 However, does this type of framework show
a preference for very similar molecules? If so, how and why are specific molecules
preferred? We aimed to demonstrate that these types of hydrogen-bonded frameworks are
suitable for small molecule separations and if so, modifications to both the dicarboxylic
acid and the diamine can be made when seeking specific types of molecular separations.
Since this is a porous material, we wanted to investigate whether this framework could
separate a mixture of different molecules.
3.4 Current Work
To determine if the host material will be selective towards size, and shape, a
series of small organic compounds and xylene isomers were used to determine
selectivity. Previous work has shown these molecules to be guests in the framework
(Figure 3.4.1).57
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Figure 3.4.1 Summary of guest molecules used in the studies

3.5 Experimental
To determine the selectivity of our framework, our approach was to modify
experimental methods which demonstrated host selectivity for guests.64 This method
would then be used for our porous material.20 Eleven competition experiments were
initiated to crystallize 1. Each experiment used the same amount of starting materials to
generate 1 and had a specific mole fraction (χ) of two potential guest molecules (Figure
3.5.1)
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Figure 3.5.1. The mole fraction of guest molecules across each competition experiment

From Figure 3.5.1, the red bars show a decrease in guest A concentration while the blue
bars show an increase in guest B concentration. The guest(s) are placed into the
crystallization solution of self-assembling 1. Guest molecule A and B are effectively in
competition with each other to become guest molecules within the growing framework.
Depending on the guest pair, one or both guests will co-crystallize. We determined how
much of each guest resides in 1 compared to the initial mole fraction added.
Once each of the crystals of 1 formed in each of the eleven experiments, the guest
ratio inside of 1 was determined. The data from these competition studies can be plotted
to determine the selectivity of one guest (A) to another guest (B) (Figure 3.5.2).64
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Figure 3.5.2 Selectivity profiles for a two-guest competition study. A) Represents no
selectivity between guest A and B. B) Depicts a significant preference for guest A. C)
Shows a selectivity which is concentration dependent as selectivity starts with guest B
and moves to guest A.

3.5.1 Synthesis of 1•guest
The Zn (II) metal complex was synthesized by combining ZnCl2 (0.0146 moles,
2g) in 40mL of D.I. water and 2,4-pyridinedicarboxylic acid (0.0293 moles, 4.9g) in
400mL of a 1:1 ratio of D.I. water and methanol. The solution was stirred for
approximately 4 hours. The resulting suspension was filtered through a Buchner filter
funnel and paper filter. The white slurry was washed with D.I. water until the mother
liquor tested pH neutral. The product was dried on the funnel and then air dried
overnight. The resulting product was Zn(HPDCA)2*(H2O)2. The Zn(HPDCA)2*(H2O)2
(0.06 moles, 0.025g), and 3,3’-dimethylbenzidine (0.06 moles, 0.012g) were separately
dissolved in 2mL each of methanol. The two methanol solutions were then mixed,
stirred, and a 1:1 mixture of water (1mL) and DMF (1mL) was then added. For two
guest systems, both were added together using a positive displacement pipetter. In most
instances, the guest molecule(s) was added to a 15mL glass vial, and the component
solution of the framework was added on top. Crystals of the neutral framework, 1, [(3,3’dimethylbenzylidinium) (Zn(PDCA)2*(H2O)2)] then grew from the resulting solution.
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The crystals are usually brownish-red plates. Once crystal growth had ceased, the
resultant crystals were washed in the glass vial with methanol (1x), then acetone (3x) and
then dried by applying vacuum to remove any remaining surface residues which might
bias the results. For competition studies, no vacuum was applied, but an extra acetone
wash step was added. Samples were then analyzed using powder x-ray diffraction
scanning from 2θ to 30θ to confirm structure.57 Spartan Student V6 software was used for
molecular model calculations at the B3LYP, 6-31G* level of theory.65,66
3.6 Results
A new method was employed to determine the selectivity of 1 for guest molecules
towards a pair of guest molecules. This method utilized headspace vials and a
programmable heating block to precisely control the temperature at which the samples
were heated. The reproducibility of our analyses was determined by running the same
experiment multiple times. Crystals of 1·guestA + guestB were grown in three separate
vials using the same mole fraction ratio of each guest in each vial. For example, 1,4difluorobenzene was used at 0.9X while p-diethylbenzene was used at 0.1X. Harvesting
crystals from those three separate growth solutions, the ratio of guest A to guest B was
tested using headspace vials and the heating block. Each crystal tested had a mass of
0.019 g. The results were then tabulated (Table 3.6.1)
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Table 3.6.1 Reproducibility experiment where 1,4-difluorobenzene (0.9χ) was in
competition with p-diethylbenzene (0.1χ)

Run #

1,4-difluorobenzene Run #
Peak Area
1
6.40E+07
1
2
6.10E+07
2
3
6.78E+07
3
Avg
6.43E+07
Avg
Std Dev
3.39E+06
Std Dev
% RSD
5.27
% RSD

p -diethylbenzene
Peak Area
4.08E+07
4.45E+07
4.11E+07
4.21E+07
2.06E+06
4.90

As can be seen from Table 3.6.1, even though the crystals were grown in separate vials
and tested independently of each other, the sample to sample reproducibility was
excellent. Calculating the coefficient of variation, standard deviation divided by the
average, and then multiplying by 100 gives the percent relative standard deviation
(%RSD). The calculated %RSD was less than 6% for both guests across all three growing
experiments. These results were considered very good and gave a high degree of
confidence in our method.
3.6.1 Guest Preference: Size
To show that 1 is selective to guest molecules based on their size, a series of
competition experiments were performed. Two molecules of different size were placed in
competition with each other, benzene (98.5Å3) and phenol (106.7Å3). For each guest, the
cubic volume was calculated using the Spartan software. A B3LYP, 6-31G* level of
theory was used for the molecular model.66 The two molecules are very close in size with
phenol being only slightly larger by 8.2%. There is a red line which cuts the graph
diagonally. If all the data points gathered fell onto the red line, this would be interpreted
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as no selectivity for either guest. If all the data fell above the red line into the upper left
half of the graph, this would indicate selectivity of 1 for benzene. If all the data points
were present below the red line in the lower right half of the graph, 1 would be selective
for phenol. (Figure 3.6.1).

Figure 3.6.1.1 Competition study between benzene versus phenol; There was no
selectivity between the two molecules.
For these two guests, 1 did not show much selectivity. Since each of the points fell on the
line, the framework was not selective to one guest.
The size of the second guest was then increased, thus testing benzene (98.5Å3)
and toluene (116.7Å3). These two molecules are similar as they are both small aromatic
molecules, but with the methyl functional group, toluene is 15.6% larger (Figure 3.6.1.2).
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Figure 3.6.1.2 Competition between benzene versus toluene, toluene was shown to be
preferred over benzene.
Based on the results of benzene versus toluene, 1 was selective towards toluene. The
larger molecule was preferred over the smaller of the two. Going from almost equivalent
size to a larger and a small molecule, we see that the smaller molecule lost.
The next competition reaction, placed a small molecule, fluorobenzene (102.9Å3),
in competition with an even larger molecule than toluene, p-xylene (135.6Å3). With its
two methyl groups, p-xylene is much larger than fluorobenzene (Figure 3.6.1.3).
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Figure 3.6.1.3 Competition between p-xylene versus fluorobenzene, p-xylene was shown
to be preferred over fluorobenzene
The size difference between the two molecules for this series of experiments was 32.7%.
The size difference between the two guests was double from the previous experiment. In
this case, p-xylene was completely preferred compared to fluorobenzene.
The next series of competition experiments pitted a single guest molecule against
a series of guest molecules which steadily increased in size. 1,4-di-fluorobenzene
(108.5Å3) was placed in competition with toluene (116.7Å3), p-xylene (135.6Å3), and
finally with p-diethylbenzene (170.3Å3). This series had been tested previously,58 but the
results were to be verified using the new method of analysis.
1,4-di-fluorobenzene was tested against toluene. Toluene was calculated to be
7.0% larger. The two guests were placed in competition with each other (Figure 3.6.1.4).
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Figure 3.6.1.4 Competition between toluene versus 1,4-di-fluorobenzene, 1 was selective
towards toluene.
The results of the competition experiments show that 1 was more selective towards
toluene. These results matched what was previously seen using the prior method. The
framework preferred toluene, but in few of the experiments such as 0.1X, it was not by
much.
The next competition experiments would test 1,4-di-fluorobenzene versus pxylene. The p-xylene guest was 20.0% larger than 1,4-di-fluorobenzene (Figure 3.6.1.5).
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Figure 3.6.1.5 Competition between p-xylene versus 1,4-fluorobenzene, 1 was selective
towards p-xylene
Increasing in the size of the second guest molecule, there was complete dominance by pxylene in the framework. Compared to previous experiments, the framework completely
avoided the other guest molecule. This data agreed with the previous investigation.
The 1,4-di-fluorobenzene was placed in competition with p-diethylbenzene. The
p-diethylbenzene molecule is 36.3% larger than 1,4-di-fluorobenzene. The size difference
should give the preference to p-diethylbenzene (Figure 3.6.1.6).
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Figure 3.6.1.6 Competition between p-diethylbenzene versus 1,4-difluorobenzene, 1 had
a concentration-dependent selectivity towards p-diethylbenzene.
In this competition experiment, we did see selectivity towards p-diethylbenzene, but it
was not the usual curve seen in the previous experiment. The selectivity dipped at 0.2 and
04X. The data agreed with previous experiments; however, it also raises a question. The
p-diethylbenzene molecule was the first to have this type of a selectivity profile. The pdiethylbenzene was the biggest molecule tested, but with its diethyl groups, the guest
molecule had more shape to it than previous guests.
3.6.2 Guest Preference: Shape
The influence of guest shape was explored based on isomers of the previous
competition studies. These experiments will provide evidence on how changing the shape
of the guest can affect selectivity.
The first set of experiments revisited the competition between xylene and
fluorobenzene. This time the shape of the xylene was changed. Instead of p-xylene being
tested, m-xylene was placed in competition with fluorobenzene (Figure 3.6.2.1)
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Figure 3.6.2.1 Competition between m-xylene versus fluorobenzene, 1 shows selectivity
towards m-xylene.
1 has complete selectivity towards m-xylene over fluorobenzene. This was consistent
with the experiment where p-xylene was placed in competition with fluorobenzene
earlier. For this instance, changing the guest molecule’s shape did not directly affect the
selectivity of the guest. At 0.1 and 0.2X, crystals of 1·guest could not be obtained for
testing after multiple attempts.
The next competition series was to be between o-xylene and fluorobenzene. Much
like the two the m-xylene experiments, the o-xylene/fluorobenzene experiments would
not crystallize. The o-xylene/fluorobenzene series, although attempted numerous times,
could not be isolated for testing.
The size experiments demonstrated preference of 1 for larger guest molecules. To
confirm the results based on the size of the guest, a comparison was made where the size
of each guest pair was held constant, for example, xylene vs. diethylbenzene. The
difference will be that the shape of the guests will change from the p-position to the mand o-position for each of the guest pairs. If only the size of the guest matters, then this
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selectivity experiment would show a preference for the large molecule, p-diethylbenzene,
every time as it did for the bigger molecules in the size section.
The first competition was between p-xylene and p-diethylbenzene. These two
molecules were chosen because both molecules are aromatic, substituted in the paraposition and p-diethylbenzene is larger than p-xylene. For each of guests, the cubic
volume was calculated using the Spartan software. A B3LYP, 6-31G* level of theory was
used for the molecular model.46 The cubic volume of the diethyl benzene and xylene
differs by 21%. The selectivity of 1 was tested (Figure 3.6.2.2).

Figure 3.6.2.2 Competition study of p-xylene versus p-diethylbenzene, 1 was selective to
p-xylene
In Figure 3.6.2.2, experimental results indicate that 1 was selective for p-xylene. This is
already counter to what was seen based on size comparisons. Since the p-xylene only has
methyl groups, its shape will not change. The p-diethylbenzene has ethyl groups which
can rotate about their carbon-carbon bonds to different angles. This indicates that shape
may be a limiting factor when two or more guest molecules are present in the crystal
growth solution. At 0.1 χ of p-xylene, the percent inclusion is already 42% of the guest
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ratio inside 1. p-Xylene was added at 10% of the χ as this point while p-diethylbenzene
was added at 90% χ. Moving to the right in Figure 3.6.1, at 0.2 χ p-xylene was at 100%.
p-diethylbenzene was completly occluded by 1 in favor p-xylene. This pattern continues
for the remainder of the χ until only p-xylene was added to the crystal growth solution
where 100% inclusion of p-xylene would be expected. Figure 3.6.2.2 shows that 1
discriminates between the two guest molecules chosen for this series of experiments.
Based on the differences between the guests and the data pattern shown, the selectivity of
1 can be affected by the shape of the guest molecule.
The shapes of the guest molecules were changed from the para- to the metaisomers. The next competition series was between m-xylene and m-diethylbenzene. If
only the size of the guest matters and the shape does not, then this selectivity experiment
would show a preference for m-xylene in 1 just as it did for p-xylene (Figure 3.6.2.3).

Figure 3.6.2.3 Competition study of m-xylene versus m-diethylbenzene, 1 is selective
towards m-diethylbenzene.
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When the series was tested, the selectivity profile was not the same for the m-position
guests as it was for the p-position guests. It appears that changing the shape of the guest
molecules has changed the selectivity of 1.
To sum up, to this point, changing the shape of the guest has affected the
selectivity of 1 while the size has been held constant. To determine whether the pposition or the m-position was the special case, o-xylene and o-diethylbenzene were
tested for selectivity in 1. (Figure 3.6.2.4).

Figure 3.6.2.4 Competition study of o-xylene versus o-diethylbenzene, 1 was selective
towards o-diethylbenzene
The results of the competition experiments show that 1 preferred o-diethylbenzene over
o-xylene. The selectivity was not extreme as it was for p-xylene. There were a few points
where there was no selectivity such as 0.3X. At 0.4X – 0.6X, the selectivity for odiethylbenzene was marginal.
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3.7 Discussion
The selectivity experiments have shown the effects of changing the size and shape
of the guest molecules. As the size of the guest increased versus its competitive
counterpart, the larger guest was the selected by 1.
The initial experiment between benzene and phenol showed how the selectivity of
1 was affected by guests that are about the same size. Almost all the data points fell
directly on the dividing line of the graph. This would indicate that for guests of the same
size that 1 is not selective. The size difference between the two molecules based on cubic
volume was 8.2%. When the percent size difference was almost doubled to 15.6%
(benzene vs. toluene), selectivity towards the larger molecule was immediately seen. We
then looked at a guest pair, p-xylene vs. fluorobenzene, where the percent size difference
was 32.7%. At this point, the bigger guest molecule completely dominated inside the
channels of 1, as the framework demonstrated selectivity towards p-xylene over
fluorobenzene.
For the next series of experiments, 1,4-difluorobenzene was held constant while
different size guest molecules were separately placed in competition with it. Toluene and
1,4-difluorobenzene had the same size ratio as benzene to phenol. Here, we found that the
slightly larger toluene guest was preferred by 1 to 1,4-difluorobenzene. The selectivity
profile showed uptake of both guests, but there was a noticeable favoring towards tolune.
The size difference increased in the next experiment where p-xylene was placed
in competition with 1,4-difluorobenzene. Both guests are di-substituted aromatics in the
1,4-position. The p-xylene molecule has a cubic volume which is 20% larger than 1,4-
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difluorobenzene, but p-xylene ultimately takes over and is the only guest found in 1. Only
at low levels of p-xylene (0.1-0.2X) was 1,4-difluorobenzene found.
The competition between p-diethylbenzene and 1,4-difluorobenzene had the
greatest difference in cubic volume, 36.3%. In this case, an observation occurs which had
not been seen. The competition between the two molecules appears to be concentration
dependent. It is true that the all the data points fall into the upper left quadrant which
dictates selectivity of 1 to p-diethylbenzene. However, this step-like data curve has
characteristics of c) in Figure 3.5.2. At lower concentrations, 1,4-difluorobenzene is at
~60% of the total guest ratio until 0.3χ. At 0.4χ, p-diethylbenzene reaches a
concentration where it begins to dominate the guest ratio even though it still is at the
lower mole fraction in comparison to 1,4-difluorobenzene. After, 0.5X, the trend of the
larger guest being completely preferred returns and the very large cubic volume pdiethylbenzene dominates the guest competition.
A clear trend begins to form for guest selectivity. If two guests, of nearly the same
size, are placed in competition they will be nearly equivalent with regards to selectivity.
The alternative is that the slightly larger guest will be selected, but it will not necessarily
dominate the inside of the framework as seen when the size difference increases over
10% concerning cubic volume. When the guest becomes very large, such as pdiethylbenzene, the larger molecule was preferred, but in this case, there was
concentration dependence.
Each of the previously tested guest molecules was structurally in the same
position and the same shape. The p-diethylbenzene was the most different due to the
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conformational mobility of the ethyl groups. When the shape of the guest molecule was
changed to the meta- and ortho- positions, our previous hypothesis of preference for
larger molecules was challenged.
As previously mentioned, one-dimensional channels are available to guest
molecules within our framework. The data suggested that p-xylene can fill the onedimensional channels with higher efficiency compared to the other potential guests. The
p-xylene completely dominates 1. Fluorobenzene had its highest concentration (Figure
3.6.1.5) at about 7% when it was at 0.9χ when competing with p-xylene. 1·p-xylene
crystallizes quickly and contains a high concentration of p-xylene. Initial substitution of
p-xylene for m-xylene vs fluorobenzene showed continued high selectivity for these
larger molecules.
Compound 1· p-diethylbenzene also crystallizes easy, but from competition
studies, it was shown that 1 was still selective towards p-xylene. This is completely
counter to the notion that larger guest molecules are always preferred. Due to the
rotatable ethyl groups, p-diethylbenzene requires extra steps to correctly orient itself
before taking up space within the one-dimensional channel. The ease with which pxylene co-crystallizes with 1 gives it an advantage. This comes through in the
competition studies.
It was believed that the meta- and ortho- do not pack as efficiently when cocrystallizing inside the one-dimensional channel. The m- and o-ethyl groups must rotate
themselves correctly to pack inside of the one-dimensional channel, but the m- and o-
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xylene molecules must also orient themselves to fit within the existing channel space
properly.
The selectivity for m-diethylbenzene was not as extreme as p-xylene, but mdiethylbenzene was preferred over m-xylene (Figure 3.6.2.3). This ratio was more in-line
with what was observed for the first series of size competition studies. At 0.1χ, there was
100% inclusion m-diethylbenzene. As the mole fraction (χ) of m-xylene increased in the
crystal growth solution, m-diethylbenzene continued as the preferred guest in 1. When
there was a 1:1 mole fraction of each guest molecule in the growth solution, mdiethylbenzene was recovered from 1 at 68.6% compared to m-xylene at 31.4%. The
percent inclusion for m-xylene does not reach 50% until 0.8 χ. At 0.8 χ, 1 is still selective
towards m-diethylbenzene over m-xylene.
For 0.1 and 0.2 χ, 1 had 100% selectivity towards o-diethylbenzene (Figure
3.6.2.4). For the m-position guests, at 0.3χ m-diethylbenzene was at 88% of the recovered
guest from 1 (Figure 3.6.2.3). Now at 0.3χ, there was no selectivity between the two
guests as the data point fell directly on the dividing line (Figure 3.6.2.4). The o-xylene
doesn’t hit 40% inclusion until 0.6χ whereas for m-xylene (Figure 3.6.2.3) it was 42.8%
at 0.7χ. At 0.8χ, 1 contained o-diethylbenzene at 49.5% of the guest ratio vs. mdiethylbenzene at 0.8X was at 43.6%. At 0.9X, m-diethylbenzene (Figure 3.6.2.3) was
27.1% of the guest ratio. Comparatively, o-diethylbenzene increased to 35.5% (Figure
3.6.2.4). While changing the shape of the molecules shifted the selectivity of 1 back
towards the larger molecule, none of the new guests demonstrated the same selectivity as
p-xylene. Why were the other two positions not at high concentrations like the p-xylene?
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There was a shared factor for both meta- and ortho- position guests. This was low
concentration inside 1. TGA experiments were previously performed on 1·single guest
isomers for xylene and diethylbenzene.57 With only one possible guest, theoretically, the
guest can occupy 100% of the one-dimensional channel. It was found that meta- and
ortho- guests occupy less than 20% of the channel. The fact that both were present in low
concentration indicates that neither was a good fit, and there is virtually no preference for
one ill-fitting molecule over the other (Table 3.7.1).57
Table 3.7.1 TGA analysis of co-crystallized single guests in 157

Guest Molecule
p- xylene
m- xylene
o- xylene
p- diethylbenzene
m-diethylbenzene
o- diethylbenzene

% Occupied (TGA)
78.73
14.52
13.81
32.67
16.74
11.16

This means that for non-p-xylene guests it is already difficult to fill the host. Placing it in
competition with another guest that has low occupancy explains why for ortho- and meta
positions there was only a small deviation from no selectivity. It also demonstrates why
para-diethylbenzene cannot compete with para-xylene. The p-diethylbenzene intercalates
at 32.67% inside 1 without competition from other guests. This is 58.5% lower than pxylene. It is likely that that 1 continues to form while a lower percentage of pdiethylbenzene is in the correct conformation to co-crystallize. Single crystal x-ray
diffraction was performed for 1·m-xylene and 1·m-diethylbenzene. The framework of 1
was well defined, however; neither m-xylene nor m-diethylbenzene could be resolved to
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determine orientation inside of the framework. Powder x-ray diffraction data showed
correct d-spacing for guest intercalation, so there was confidence of a guest being present
within 1, but neither of the m- isomers was found in high quantities.
3.8 Conclusions
We have further demonstrated that 1 is suitable for host/guest chemistry. Not only
does the framework have the capability of co-crystallizing aryl guest molecules, which
are also removable; it can effectively be used to separate guest molecules in solution.
This type of framework has been shown to have a particular preference for one of two
competing guest molecules.
Size
It has been shown that the size of a guest molecule can be a contributing factor to
what type of guest molecule will co-crystallize inside of 1. Experiments based on size
demonstrate that guests of near equal size will have no selectivity or only a minor
selectivity as observed with benzene vs. phenol and toluene vs. fluorobenzene. As one
guest molecule was held constant, 1,4-difluorobenzene, it was observed that the larger
guests are consistently preferred to this smaller guest. As the guest becomes very large,
such as p-diethylbenzene, there was still selectivity towards the larger guest, but it
becomes concentration dependent. This would indicate that there is a maximum size
where guest becomes too large.
When p-xylene competed with a larger molecule such as p-diethylbenzene, the
smaller guest was found at a higher guest ratio, a shift from the norm. It is believed that
p-xylene was the dominant guest due to ease of co-crystallization. It was more facile for
p-xylene with its’ methyl groups to co-crystallize within 1 than p-diethylbenzene. The p97

diethylbenzene had to orient itself in the proper conformation to fit within the onedimensional channel. The p-diethylbenzene having concentration-dependent selectivity
against 1,4-difluorobenzene would undoubtedly come in second to a molecule like pxylene. The was the same 1,4-difluorobenzene guest where p-xylene was so strongly
preferred by 1. This selectivity for p-xylene was also supported through prior TGA
analysis of 1 where only a single guest was added. Here, p-xylene occupied
approximately 78% of the available space within the one-dimensional channel when it
had no competition. By comparison, p-diethylbenzene only occupied about 33% and
without any other aromatic guest molecules in solution. A ratio of both guests was not
seen when p-xylene and p-diethylbenzene were placed in competition for space within
the framework. The only exception being the lowest concentration of p-xylene, the
framework was selective towards p-xylene.
Shape
Changing to different positional isomers significantly impacted the dominant
molecule inside of the framework. When p- and m- were tested against fluorobenzene, it
appeared that the larger guest molecule was always selected. This changed when xylenes
were compared to diethylbenzenes. In the o-position, selectivity was in favor of odiethylbenzene over o-xylene, although the preference was not swayed significantly. The
preference for o-diethylbenzene was not far from no selectivity between the two guest
molecules. Looking back to the TGA data, the ortho- guests did not intercalate to a very
high percentage. This was also true of the meta-position guests. Each of them intercalated
at less than 20% of the available space within 1. Since both the ortho- and meta- position
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guests were of such low concentration, it is unlikely that there would be enough of each
guest within the crystal to show a distinct preference for one guest over another.
We have demonstrated that our hydrogen-bonded framework is suitable for small
molecule separations. In future studies, it is possible to make modifications to both the
dicarboxylic acid and the diamine when seeking specific types of molecule separation.
We may also separate guest molecules based on their electronic nature and their
interaction with the one-dimensional channel of the framework.
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Chapter 4

Probing the Selectivity of the Hydrogen Bonded Framework by
Focusing on the Electronic Differences of the Guest Molecules
When Placed in Competition
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4.1.1 Abstract
We have previously demonstrated that the charge-assisted hydrogen bonded
framework consisting of Zn(HPDCA)2*(H2O)2 and o-tolidene will separate guest
molecules based on size and shape. This separation occurs through the selective cocrystallization of the guest molecules. We asked the question, will this framework
separate based on another property such as the electronics of the molecule? The
framework’s ability to separate guest molecule pairs based on the electronic
configuration of those molecules has been explored to show that it can selectively cocrystallize one guest versus another. Using headspace gas chromatography, we focused
on how selectivity of the framework changes based on the electronic nature of the guest
molecule. To do this, we examined a series of mono-substituted benzene molecules
placed in competition with each other. The guest molecules Hammett σp-values ordered
the guest’s substituents from electron donating to electron withdrawing functional
groups. Electrostatic potential maps were then calculated to demonstrate how electron
density changed for each guest molecule. This was then used to show favorable
electrostatic interactions between preferred guests and the framework. The selectivity of
the host framework towards guests based on their electronic configuration is the focus of
the following discussion.
4.1.2 Background
The separation of two or more molecular species can be one of the most
significant challenges facing researchers as they strive to discover critical reagents which
have significant biological and economic impact in the world at large. Of particular
interest to this research has been the ability to exploit the separating power of the hostguest interaction. Researchers, as well as ourselves, have observed that host materials
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have the capability to separate guest molecules based on their size and shape.1 There are
molecular properties which can also be used to isolate a molecule of interest selectively.
Another means of host-guest interaction is through the electrostatic interactions
between the guest molecule and its host. If the electronic nature of a host molecule and its
guest are complementary, then the two should come together with relative ease.2 The
question to be answered would be how much of role do electronics play when separating
molecular species? There are numerous examples where researchers have found
examples where electronics play a large factor in host selectivity. Ward et al. found that
electron rich areas of the guest molecule will converge with electron deficient areas of the
host, providing evidence for how a guest might bind.3 Yaghi et al. found that to be
competitive for space in a specific host, a guest would require a hydroxyl groups.4 These
findings demonstrated a selectivity mechanism which was based than size and shape of
the guest. Selectivity based on the electronic character of the guest molecule would have
to be complementary to the channel within which that guest resides.4 Ward, Hunter, and
Williams described a coordination cage where tris-chelate metal centers at the corners of
the cage created hydrogen donor pockets for electron-rich guest molecules.5 Guest uptake
can be pH dependent as the host, and the guest can switch between being cationic, neutral
or anionic thus affecting the electrostatic interactions responsible for uptake and release.6
The concept covers selective guest uptake from a mixture of multiple guest.7 Calculating
the electrostatic potential surface of the inside of the host; Ward et al. were able to
discern where guests with favorable electrostatic interactions would bind.8 Fujita et al.
were able to selectivity bind tripeptide sequences when electrostatically and sterically
different sequences were tested against each other.9
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Hammett constants for functional groups provide a pathway for systematically
changing the electronics of a guest molecule without dramatically changing the size and
overall shape of the guest molecule.10 Known Hammett constant values can numerically
order the electron withdrawing or electron donating capabilities of a functional group.10
There is a linear correlation between σm-value and the calculated electrostatic potential of
the centroid for aromatic molecules (Figure 4.1.2.1).11

Figure 4.1.2.1 B3LYP/6-31G* electrostatic potentials (ESPs) at the ring centers of parasubstituted meta-xylenes correlate well with Hammett meta-substituent constants that
have previously been used in structure-activity relationships describing aromatic stacking
interactions.11
These types of relationships are of great interest here since the electrostatic
interaction of a guest molecule with its host could dictate whether that interaction is
favorable or not. Gokel et al. found a linear correlation between the relative rate for
sodium ion transport and the Hammett σ of p-methoxybenzyl substituent to p-nitrobenzyl
attached to a synthetic ion channel for sodium ion transport.12 Hunter et al. looked at the
effect substituents had an electron donating group to face interactions.13 His group found
that “electronic polarization of π systems can have a dramatic effect on the magnitude of
the non-covalent interaction between two simple aromatics.”13 Their results showed
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correlation to Hammett substituent constants, and this indicated that differences in
interactions energies were electrostatic in origin.13 Hunter points out that electrostatic
potentials on the surfaces of aromatic rings are sensitive to the nature of the attached
substituents. While the values measured for their system may not transfer to other
systems, the trends observed may have broader applications.14 Hunter and Sanders
proposed guidelines for the interactions between aromatic molecules. Two negatively
charged electron clouds sandwiched a positively charged σ-framework.15 The orientation
of two aromatic systems will determine whether there is an attraction between the σframework or π-electron repulsion. However, Hunter elaborates by showing that electron
withdrawing or donating substituents can change the stacking interaction as they affect
the π-electrons (Figure 4.1.2.2).16

Figure 4.1.2.2 Schematic representation of the effect of substituents on stacking
interactions.16
We want to understand what drives selectivity for this material. Knowing what
drives selectivity can help distinguish use or application. To that end, we studied the
relationship between guest electron density and selectivity of our framework with the
following guest molecules: p-xylene, p-dichlorobenzene, p-chlorotoluene, N,N-
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dimethylaniline, ethylbenzene, toluene, benzene, fluorobenzene, chlorobenzene,
bromobenzene, iodobenzene, and nitrobenzene.
4.2.1 Experimental Procedures
ZnCl2 (>97%) was purchased Fisher Scientific. O-Tolidine (>97%) was
purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company. 2,4-pyridine-dicarboxylic acid (98%)
was purchased from AK Scientific. p-xylene, p-dichlorobenzene, p-chlorotoluene, N,Ndimethylaniline, ethylbenzene, toluene, benzene, fluorobenzene, chlorobenzene,
bromobenzene, iodobenzene, and nitrobenzene were all reagent grade and purchased
from Sigma Aldrich. Methanol was reagent grade from Sigma Aldrich Chemical
Company. Dimethylformamide (anhydrous, 99.8%) was purchased from Fisher
Scientific. PXRD patterns were collected on a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray diffractomer
containing a CuKα source (λ =1.54051Å) and viewed with MDI Jade 9 software.
In section 4.3.2 and 4.3.3, eleven experiments were performed for each guest pair
tested. We used the same method as Chapter 3. The mole fraction of each guest was
adjusted moving from one experiment to the next. As guest A would increase by 0.1χ,
guest B would decrease by 0.1χ. Crystals were isolated, ground and then tested for the
ratio of each guest molecule using gas chromatography.
For section 4.3.4, each guest pair added to the crystal growth solution was at
equal molar concentrations. Due to a large number of guests, performing eleven
experiments for each combination would add a significant number of experiments as well
as another variable since selectivity can be concentration dependent. Therefore, in each
guest pair, only a 0.5 mole fraction of each guest was added to the growth solution.
Performing the experiments in this manner, allowing for the guests to be on equal footing
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regarding concentration. Each experiment would allow for focus on the significance of
the electronic differences between the molecules.
4.2.2 Synthesis of 1•guest
The synthesis of guest containing framework can be found within the experimental
section in Chapter 3.
4.2.3 Chromatographic Methods
An HP gas chromatography-mass spectrometer (model 5988A) was used to collect all
chromatographic data. For GC/GCMS, the isolated crystals were placed inside of a
20mL GC headspace vial (Xpertek, PJ. Cobert, Cat#954040) and sealed with a magnetic
cap containing a high temperature rated septum (Xpertek, PJ. Cobert, Cat#952237). A
1mL, A-2 Luer gas-tight syringe was used for headspace analysis. All chemical reactions
were carried out under ambient conditions. For the GC/GCMS experiment, lightly
crushed 1•guest (0.010g) crystals and heated them to 200°C using a multi-welled
hotplate. The guests evolved into the headspace and sampled for GC injection. The
temperature used was based on thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) data. 200°C was also
used as the upper limit because 1 decomposes at around 215°C based on melt point
studies. No traces of acetone or methanol were seen in the MS data. The column used
was a Supelco SLB – 5MS 30M x 0.25mm x 0.5µm film thickness. The GC oven was
initially 50°C for 2 minutes, then ramped to 180°C at a rate of 20°C/min and held for 1
minute. The total run time was 12 minutes.
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4.3 Results and Discussion
4.3.1 Calculation of Electrostatic Potential for Guest Molecules
We understand that the size and shape of a guest molecule can influence their cocrystallization within the framework. Our attention turns toward guests who are
approximately the same size, the same shape but differ markedly in electronic
configuration. By calculating the electrostatic potential maps of each guest and the
framework, we can visually compare these guests and explain why the selectivity of the
framework is affected by the electron density changes between the guests. We compared
the following molecules: p-xylene, p-chlorotoluene, and p-dichlorobenzene first. The pxylene was preferred compared to the guests with electron withdrawing substituents. The
guests with electron donating substituents, such as methyl groups, were preferred to
electron withdrawing groups, such as chlorine. In a separate set of experiments, we
further compared N,N-dimethylaniline, ethylbenzene, toluene, benzene, fluorobenzene,
chlorobenzene, bromobenzene, iodobenzene, and nitrobenzene against each other. Guests
with electron withdrawing substituents were not preferred, but there were exceptions such
as iodobenzene. Based on the results of our findings, we formed the hypothesis that the
interaction between the guest and framework was driving selectivity.
Electrostatic potential maps were calculated to highlight the differences in
electron density for each guest molecule discussed herein. The electrostatic potential map
is determined by having a unit of positive charge at each point on the surface of the
molecule and measuring the interaction energy of this charge with the nuclei and
electrons in the molecule.17 The surface is then painted a specific color depending on the
magnitude of this interaction. For areas of high electron density, the surface is colored
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red-orange and areas of lower electron density are colored blue-green. The electrostatic
potential was calculated using Spartan Student V6 software. The calculations performed
were equilibrium geometry, B3LYP, and 6-31G* level of theory. Further calculations
were energy (single point energy) using the same level of theory (Figure 4.3.1.1).

Figure 4.3.1.1 Electrostatic potential maps of p-dichlorobenzene, p-chlorotoluene, and pxylene, legend units are in kJ·mol-1
Figure 4.3.1.1 shows that each of these guest molecules has a very different electrostatic
potential topography. The legend on the side of Figure 4.3.1.1 shows the color-scheme
for the maps in kJ·mol-1. Areas of high electron density are in red while areas of low
electron density are blue. Beginning with para-xylene on the left (Figure 4.3.1.1),
electron density at the centroid of the aromatic ring is high and shows as a deep red color
on the model. The p-xylene has light blue colors for the methyl hydrogens which have
low electron density. For p-chlorotoluene (middle of Figure 4.3.1.1), one electron
donating methyl group is replaced by an electron withdrawing chlorine atom. The light
blue color on the lone methyl group hydrogens is now a dark blue color showing a
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decrease in electron density. Electron density has decreased inside the centroid of the
aromatic ring (orange color). The σ-hole, spot of low electron density (light green color),
can be seen at the tip of each chlorine atom on p-chlorotoluene as well as in pdichlorobenzene. A significant amount of orange envelopes the torus of the chlorine atom
indicating a high degree of electron density. In p-dichlorobenzene, the hydrogen atoms on
the aromatic ring have low electron density (blue colored overlay). The central core of
the aromatic ring shows medium electron density (green to yellow). High levels of
electron density (orange color) concentrate around the sides of the chlorine atoms. Since
there are two chlorine atoms on p-dichlorobenzene, these electronegative atoms pull
electron density away from the centroid of the aromatic ring. While the size and shape of
these potential guests do not differ significantly, Figure 4.3.1.1 highlights the differences
in electron density distribution for these molecules.
The electrostatic potential maps were calculated for N,N-dimethylaniline,
ethylbenzene, toluene, benzene, fluorobenzene, chlorobenzene, bromobenzene,
iodobenzene, and nitrobenzene using the same level of theory as before (Figure 4.3.1.2).
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Figure 4.3.1.2 Calculated guest electrostatic potential maps; guests with electron
donating substituents were preferred with a few outliers such as iodobenzene and
bromobenzene
Figure 4.3.1.2 shows the molecules ordered according to their Hammett σp-values (Figure
4.3.1.2). Starting with N,N-dimethylaniline, the -N(CH3)2 is the most electron donating
substituent and this can be seen by the significant amount of red or a high degree of
electron density at the center of the aromatic ring. In Figure 4.3.1.2, moving to the right
along the first row, the electron density begins to decrease at the centroid from toluene
down to benzene. After benzene, the fluorine substituent causes electron density to pull
away from the center of the aromatic ring (orange color). The electron withdrawing
nature of fluorine has now changed the topography of the molecule. The pattern
continues from left to right in the second row of Figure 4.3.1.2. The center of the ring
continues to lose electron density as the functional group changes. With nitrobenzene, the
electron density at the center of the ring is entirely different from N,N-dimethylaniline.
For nitrobenzene, the functional group has a high concentration of electron density (red
color) around the oxygens. By comparison, N,N-dimethylaniline is blue at the methyl
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hydrogen atoms in the functional group. This gradient of electron density on the guest
molecules provides a step-wise change in guest electronics.
The electrostatic potential maps of the guests are an excellent start, but to create a
full picture, we move on to the framework itself. The electrostatic potential map of pieces
of the framework was calculated to understand the host-guest interaction better. Due to
limited computational capacity, only fragments of the framework were able to be
modeled using Spartan ’14 modeling software. To perform the calculations, the level of
theory used was equilibrium geometry, semi-empirical, Austin Model 1 (AM1). Followed
by energy (single point energy) calculation using the same level of theory. The
electrostatic potential surfaces were calculated separately, after the initial calculations.
For this calculation, the dihedral angle between the two aromatic rings of o-tolidine was
locked at zero to mimic conditions of the 1-D channel within the framework. The otolidine pillar, walls of the 1-D channel, was combined with an isonicotinate salt at each
of the ammonium groups (Figure 4.3.1.3).

Figure 4.3.1.3 Calculated ESP map of the o-tolidine pillar, salted with isonicotinates
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From the electrostatic potential map, the walls of the pillar are partially positive. In the
full framework, the blue area near the R-NH3+ would be covered by oxygen in the
carboxylate groups in the layer. The methyl groups on the pillar are a deep blue color
which insinuates a low level of electron density. Each pillar of the framework wall
overlaps in a louver fashion. In that case, most of what the guest will see of the walls
would have low electron density (blue color). The oxygen atoms on the isonicotinate
remain exposed to the potential guest molecules and are rich in electron density. These
aspects of the 1-D channels may give insight into why guests are preferred based on the
pattern seen in Figure 4.3.1.2. The ESP map was also calculated for the zinc complex as
well (Figure 4.3.1.4).

Figure 4.3.1.4 Zn (II) coordination complex, forms the layers of 1
The oxygens from two of the carboxylic acids on Zn complex point down towards the 1D channel. The guests will have to interact with an electron-rich surface. If there is a high
degree of electron density on the functional group of the guest molecule, the layer and the
guest may repel each other. Consequently, functional groups with low electron density
would have less repulsion and would comfortably fit into the channel. Guests with
electron donating functional groups also have an electron-rich aromatic ring. The
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electron-rich ring would have a positive interaction with electron deficient walls of the
framework. Since opposite charges attract, we can use these electrostatic potential maps
to theorize which guests will have the best interaction with the framework.
Using the electrostatic potential maps as a reference, we can begin to understand
the results of the competition studies and observe how changes in electron density
between the guests can affect selectivity within the framework.
4.3.2 Electron withdrawing versus donating in para-substituted aromatics
The p-xylene and p-dichlorobenzene guests were placed in competition. The
guests have the same shape and size but are very different electronically (Figure 4.3.1.1).
The p-xylene has two electron donating groups which push electron density to the center
of the aromatic ring. The p-dichlorobenzene’s electron withdrawing chloro- groups pull
electron density away from the center of the molecule and concentrate it around the
halides (Figure 4.3.1.1). To represent the results of the competition between p-xylene and
p-dichlorobenzene, a plot was made for percent inclusion of p-xylene found in the
framework vs. the mole fraction of p-xylene used in the competition study. Selectivity is
represented by which side of the red line the data points fall. In Figure 4.3.2.1, all the data
points are above the red line; this indicated a preference for p-xylene.
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Figure 4.3.2.1 Competition study of p-xylene versus p-dichlorobenzene, 1 was selective
for p-xylene
Looking at the results of the competition study, the electronic difference between the
molecules was substantial, and there was a strong preference for p-xylene. The results of
this competition study demonstrate an evident selectivity towards p-xylene compared to
p-dichlorobenzene.

4.3.3 p-xylene vs. p-chlorotoluene
The next series of experiments placed p-xylene in competition with pchlorotoluene to determine the preferred guest within the framework. By introducing a
methyl group, we expect the electronic differences between the guest molecules to be
more subtle. The question will be how sensitive the framework is when there are only
minor changes in the guest electronics (Figure 4.3.3.1).
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Figure 4.3.3.1 Competition study of p-xylene versus p-chlorotoluene, 1 was selective for
p-xylene.
We can see in Figure 4.3.3.1, that the data points fall to the left of the red line. The pxylene is incorporated preferentially into the framework. At 0.1χ, p-xylene was 23.7% of
the guest ratio. p-xylene’s inclusion in 1 climbed steeply over the next few mole
fractions. It practically doubled from 0.1 to 0.2χ and was 62.5% by 0.3χ. At less than
50% of the added guest ratio in the crystal growth solution, p-xylene was 76.3% (at 0.4χ)
of the recovered guests from 1. The added methyl group influenced the selectivity of 1.
The size and shape of the guests are the same, but it becomes apparent that selectivity is
sensitive to subtle changes in the guest electronics.
With all this in mind, switching to a guest with a more electron withdrawing
group increases selectivity towards p-xylene. We can form a hypothesis about the
selectivity of the framework when size and shape of the guests are held constant. As the
number of electron withdrawing substituents increases, the selectivity of 1 increases for
the guest with more alkyl/electron donating substituents on a benzene ring.
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To determine the soundness of this theory, we move to the larger group of guest
molecules for the test.
4.3.4 Varying Guest Electronics to Probe Sensitivity of Framework Selectivity
To determine the universality of our observation regarding electron
withdrawing/donating substituents, a series of nine guest molecules were placed in
competition with each other. The guests are of similar size and shape but have different
electronic configurations. These guests were chosen to probe how electrostatic
interactions between the guest and the framework would influence the results. In this
case, we selected one concentration per competition. Each guest molecule was at the
same mole fraction as its competitor, thereby significantly decreasing the number of
experiments required.
All the molecules chosen were mono-substituted derivatives of benzene. Their
Hammett σp-values ordered the guest molecules. Negative Hammet values indicate
electron donating, while positive values are electron withdrawing. Nine guests were
tested in the competition which led to 36 experiments. Only mono-substituted benzenes
were used to limit size differences as much as possible (Table 4.3.4.1).
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Table 4.3.4.1 Guest molecules to be tested in competition series, in the order of most
electron donating to electron withdrawing
Guest Molecule
N,N-Dimethylaniline
Toluene
Ethylbenzene
Benzene
Fluorobenzene
Iodobenzene
Chlorobenzene
Bromobenzene
Nitrobenzene

Size (Å3)
147.1
116.7
135
98.45
102.9
123.5
112.1
116.6
119.4

σ-para value
-0.83
-0.17
-0.15
0.0
0.06
0.18
0.23
0.23
0.78

We observed the following trends from the experiments: electron withdrawing
substituents were not preferred by the framework while electron donating groups were.
The exception to this trend was iodobenzene, and bromobenzene. Iodobenzene was the
most preferred of the guests overall. Bromobenzene was more preferred than toluene,
even though the methyl group is more electron donating and usually preferred by the
framework. Looking back to Section 4.3.1, iodobenzene and bromobenzene have partial
positive sigma holes at the tip of the halide. This partial positive area would have to be
attracted rather than repelled by the partial negative region of the framework layers.
In each graphical representation, the result for a single guest versus the guests in
the series was plotted. Each point in the graph represents a separate comparison. The
results were reported as a percentage of total peak area as retrieved from the GC (gas
chromatography) chromatogram for each guest pair experiment.
Since there are no substituents on the molecule, benzene is considered the
baseline. Benzene was not preferred by the framework when compared to any of the
other guest molecules (Figure 4.3.4.1).
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Figure 4.3.4.1 Guest competition study with benzene used as the control; all guests were
preferred over benzene.
Benzene was on par with fluorobenzene and nitrobenzene. Benzene and fluorobenzene
had some of the lowest concentrations from mono-guest filled framework quantitation
(Ch 5). These molecules also have the smallest cubic volumes. Benzene has 95% of the
volume of fluorobenzene, but that difference only increases in comparison with other
guest molecules. Iodobenzene performed the best against benzene, but the next three
guest molecules all have electron donating substituents attached. All electron
withdrawing substituents follow these. Already, there is an indication that iodobenzene
interacts differently with the framework compared to other electron withdrawing
substituents. Since benzene does not have any functional groups, it should be easier to
incorporate into the framework because there is no proper orientation during cocrystallization. Benzene has a low boiling point and high vapor pressure. These properties
could have been a factor and been the cause of guest loss during sample prep as well.
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Fluorobenzene was dominated by all the guest molecules in the series just like
benzene (Figure 4.3.4.2).

Figure 4.3.4.2 Guest competition study with fluorobenzene used as the control; all
guests, except benzene, were preferred over fluorobenzene.
Fluorobenzene once again shows that low molecular weight does not imply dominance
against the other guests. From the electrostatic potential maps, fluorobenzene has a high
concentration of electron density at the fluorine, and this would repel it from the
framework layer. When quantified, fluorobenzene had the lowest guest concentration
within the framework based on GC data of 0.6% versus 12.7% theoretical (Ch. 5). It
made sense that fluorobenzene would be of low concentration against other guests.
Nitrobenzene begins to show dominance against the other molecules; specifically
benzene and fluorobenzene. This guest had the highest σp-value (0.78) of the series. It
was not, however, the most or least dominant guest (Figure 4.3.4.3).
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Figure 4.3.4.3 Guest competition study with nitrobenzene used as the control; N,NDMA, ethylbenzene, benzene, iodobenzene, chlorobenzene, and bromobenzene were
preferred over nitrobenzene.
Nitrobenzene was more dominant than fluorobenzene and on par with benzene.
Nitrobenzene has a cubic volume larger than bromobenzene, chlorobenzene and
fluorobenzene, but is smaller than iodobenzene. N,N-DMA was apparently the dominant
guest species. N,N-dimethylaniline and nitrobenzene have entirely opposite σp-values.
Ethylbenzene was preferred. Iodobenzene was preferred, but not to the same extent as has
been seen in previous competitions. Iodobenzene also does not hold the number one spot
for the first time.
Chlorobenzene was dominant for 38% of the experiments when in competition
with the other guests (Figure 4.3.4.4).
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Figure 4.3.4.4 Guest competition study with chlorobenzene used as the control; N,NDMA, toluene, ethylbenzene, iodobenzene, and bromobenzene were preferred over
chlorobenzene.

Chlorobenzene was preferred to benzene, fluorobenzene, nitrobenzene and was almost
equal with bromobenzene. The σp-values for chlorobenzene and bromobenzene are the
same at 0.23. Bromobenzene only held a narrow advantage over chlorobenzene.
Bromobenzene’s cubic volume is 4% larger than chlorobenzene. One would expect
bromo- and chloro- to be in an even ratio inside 1. For guests with electron donating
groups, all were more preferred, but there was not necessarily a trend between them.
Toluene had the next highest degree of preference after chlorobenzene (Figure
4.3.4.5).
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Figure 4.3.4.5 Guest competition study with toluene used as the control; ethylbenzene,
iodobenzene, bromobenzene, and nitrobenzene were preferred over toluene.

Toluene is preferred over benzene, fluorobenzene, chlorobenzene, and N,Ndimethylaniline. Toluene was outperforming 50% of the guests. Iodobenzene continues to
be preferred over toluene. Ethylbenzene was highly preferred to toluene. Ethylbenzene
has about 16% greater cubic volume than toluene, and yet it was still found at higher
concentrations. From Chapter 3, toluene is smaller and has methyl group just like pxylene while ethylbenzene contains an ethyl group and has a larger cubic volume. The
size difference did not help toluene vs. ethylbenzene.
Bromobenzene was preferred over a significant number of guest molecules
though, for N,N-dimethylaniline, and chlorobenzene, it was very close (Figure 4.3.4.6).
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Figure 4.3.4.6 Guest competition study with bromobenzene used as the control;
iodobenzene was preferred over bromobenzene.
Bromobenzene creates a stark contrast to chlorobenzene. Chlorobenzene beat out about
50% of the other guests while bromobenzene was only beaten significantly by
iodobenzene. There was not a clear trend of electron donating to electron withdrawing
groups. The preference alternated back and forth between the two types of substituents.
Bromobenzene was the most preferred against benzene, nitrobenzene, and fluorobenzene.
Based on the electrostatic potential maps, bromobenzene is the closest to iodobenzene.
Both molecules have a measurable sigma hole which presents an area of low electron
density compared to molecules like nitrobenzene and fluorobenzene.
The guest with the highest electron donating Hammett value, N,N-dimethylaniline
(N,N-DMA), demonstrated a significant preference versus the guests in the series (Figure
4.3.4.7).
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Figure 4.3.4.7. Guest competition study with N.N-DMA used as the control; only
toluene, iodobenzene, and bromobenzene were preferred over N,N-DMA.
N,N-DMA had a high degree of preference except for toluene, bromobenzene, and
iodobenzene. There is a clear preference for N,N-DMA over 60% of the guests in the
study. Toluene was just ahead of N,N-DMA, and iodobenzene was first overall.
Bromobenzene, while more electron withdrawing than iodobenzene and certainly
toluene, was significantly ahead of chlorobenzene when in competition with N,Ndimethylaniline.
The ethylbenzene results were impressive in that as a guest, it did not have the
highest volume and did not have the highest σp-value. Ethylbenzene demonstrated a high
degree of selectivity within the framework (Figure 4.3.4.8).
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Figure 4.3.4.8 Guest competition study with ethylbenzene used as the control; N,NDMA, and bromobenzene were preferred over ethylbenzene.
Except for bromobenzene and dimethylaniline, ethylbenzene was a distant first amongst
its competition. From single guest level quantitation (Chapter 5), ethylbenzene did have
one of the highest concentrations of single guest occupancy vs. the other guests.
Ethylbenzene is only about 9% larger in volume than iodobenzene but is 15% larger than
bromobenzene. Size may have some influence in this case. It was not the controlling
factor, and something about bromobenzene and iodobenzene was assisting in their cocrystallization considering that both have electron withdrawing groups.
Iodobenzene was the most dominant guest molecule; second only to ethylbenzene
(Figure 4.3.4.9).
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Figure 4.3.4.9 Guest competition study with iodobenzene used as the control;
ethylbenzene was preferred over iodobenzene.
Iodobenzene was the third largest guest behind N,N-DMA, and ethylbenzene. It
was close to the middle of the series concerning σ-value. Iodobenzene was only slightly
larger than nitrobenzene but was a distinct preference over nitrobenzene. N,N-DMA has
such a high preference compared to the other guests in the series, but still loses to
iodobenzene and toluene. With N,N-DMA (-0.83) and nitrobenzene (0.78) on either end
of the spectrum, if preference within the framework had nothing to do with electron
withdrawing or electron donating capability of the functional group, then it would have
been expected that benzene would have a higher level of dominance.
The result of this work demonstrated that while electronics appeared to be a
factor, there was not a direct linear correlation between the Hammett value of each
functional group and selectivity. Iodobenzene was the most preferred guest molecule
based on the data, but it did not have the most electron withdrawing sigma value. Nitro135

benzene had the most electron withdrawing sigma value, and it was in seventh place with
regards to selectivity. Ethylbenzene was second for selectivity, but it does not contain the
most electron donating group either. We will focus now on some of the properties of
these guest molecules. They may shed more light on how one guest is chosen over
another.
4.3.5 Using the Properties of the Guest Molecules to Understand the Order of
Selectivity
An attempt was made to look at the data more holistically to extrapolate any nonobvious trends. For each comparison in the previous graphs (Figure 4.3.4.1 - 4.3.4.9), the
guest ratio was compared by plotting the peak area percent between two guests. For
example, N,N-dimethylaniline versus ethylbenzene the peak area percent ratio (Figure 1)
was 78.6% (N,N-DMA) and 21.4% (ethylbenzene) where 78.6% + 21.4% add up to
100% of the peak area between the two guests based on the chromatography. Nine plots
were made for each of the guest comparisons; this gives nine peak area percent values for
each guest. For each guest, we calculated the average peak area percent across each of the
nine plots. These were then ranked to determine which guest had the overall highest peak
area percent across the studies and which guest had the lowest.18 The over-all order was
then compared (Table 4.3.5.1).
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Table 4.3.5.1 Ranked Guest Peak Area Percent Average
Guest Molecule Avg. Peak Area %
Iodobenzene
73.6
Ethylbenzene
67.5
N,N-DMA
60.6
Bromobenzene
56.1
Toluene
55.1
Chlorobenzene
44.4
Nitrobenzene
43
Benzene
29.6
Fluorobenzene
26.1

Rank
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
9

The guest ranked number 9 had the lowest average peak area percent, while the
guest ranked number 1 had the highest. By ranking the guests, comparisons can then be
made of the chemical and physical properties of each guest to determine any trends that
may exist. The first comparison was made using the σp-values for each functional group
attached to the benzene ring (from Table 4.3.4.1). As a reminder, the more negative the
Hammett value, the more electron donating the substituent. The more positive σp-value,
the more electron withdrawing. The σp-value vs. mean peak area was plotted (Figure
4.3.5.1).

Figure 4.3.5.1 Comparison plot of guest mean peak area versus σ-para value
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As can be seen the graph (Figure 4.3.5.1), there doesn’t appear to be a trend using σpvalue. Even when nitrobenzene and dimethylaniline (N,N-DMA) were dropped from the
plot, the R2-value for the linear regression does not show improvement; in fact, the R2value decreases further.
The next comparison was made using the density of each guest molecule (Figure
4.3.5.2) The idea being that less dense guests would be more volatile reducing their
likelihood of co-crystallizing.

Figure 4.3.5.2 Comparison plot of mean peak area vs. guest density (g/cc)

There appears to be the beginning of what could be a trend, but the linear correlation is
weak at R2 = 0.1427. To have an established trend there needs to be a stronger
correlation. The same comparison was then made using only the electron withdrawing
substituents whose σp-values were > 0. Benzene was removed. (Figure 4.3.5.3).
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Figure 4.3.5.3 Comparison of mean peak area versus density (g/cc), electron
withdrawing only
By only comparing the guests with electron withdrawing substituents, there appears to be
a very high correlation with density of the guest and rank. The R2-value has increased to
91.9%. The shift is dramatic from the previous plot which included all the guests.
As discussed in the previous chapter, size can play an essential factor for guest
co-crystallization. Each of the guest’s cubic volume was calculated using Spartan Student
V6 software using equilibrium geometry, B3LYP, 6-31G* level of theory. The
calculation was followed by single point energy calculation with the same basis sets.
These values we then compared against the percent peak area of the guests from the
competition study (Figure 4.3.5.4).
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Figure 4.3.5.4 Comparison of mean peak area vs. guest volume (Å3)
There was a weak correlation with an R2 = 0.63. If nitrobenzene and N,N-DMA are
removed from the list, R2 = 0.82. Looking at the trend-line from Figure 4.3.5.4, N,NDMA could be an outlier, but nitrobenzene falls within another cluster of guest molecules
in the graph, and it does not make sense to remove it. These two guests have disubstituted
functional groups, NO2 and NMe2. There was, however, a cluster of guests within this
plot. Fluorobenzene (102.91 Å3) and benzene (98.45 Å3) were calculated to be within 4%
of each other’s size. Fluorobenzene is 9% smaller than chlorobenzene (112.06 Å3).
Chlorobenzene (112.06 Å3), bromobenzene (116.57 Å3), toluene (116.66 Å3) and
nitrobenzene (119.42 Å3) were within 4% or less of each other’s size. The most
considerable discrepancy was between chlorobenzene and nitrobenzene at 6.5% which
was still less than fluorobenzene vs. chlorobenzene. N,N-DMA (147.1 Å3), ethylbenzene
(135.01 Å3) and iodobenzene (123.47 Å3) were the largest. Iodobenzene is within 3% of
nitrobenzene, however, and nitrobenzene is ranked 7th while iodo was on the top.
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Removing N,N-DMA from the plot gives an R2 = 0.69. The improvement was not
considerable.
The guests were compared against each other’s boiling point (Figure 4.3.5.5).

Figure 4.3.5.5 Comparison of mean peak area versus boiling point (°C)
Nitrobenzene was removed from the plot. Nitrobenzene has a boiling point of 210.9°C.
The data point for nitrobenzene was far off on the left side of the trendline. Removing
nitrobenzene and fitting a linear trendline to the remaining guests generated an R2 = 0.74.
The boiling point of the guests has some effect on which guest preference within the
framework. The crystallization experiments took place under closed conditions at 25°C.
There was confidence that the guest ratios were not biased by reagents evaporating out of
the growth solution, and artificially unbalancing guest ratios within the solutions. Also, if
guest evaporation were the case, then nitrobenzene would have been the dominant guest,
not seventh.
The electrostatic potential of each molecule was the last characteristic to be
compared. Here, our discussion has come full circle. We started with the idea of a
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correlation based on electronics. We now offer another comparison of electronics but
based on measured values from parts of the molecule, not the Hammett values. Figure
4.3.1.2 gives a clear depiction of where electron density lies within each guest. If the
guests orient themselves so that the substituent interacts with the layer, then the
electrostatic potential at the end of the molecule may hold some answers. Spartan was
used to measure ESP values (kJ/mol) from hydrogens on methyl groups (toluene) or σhole values from iodobenzene. A plot was made using the electrostatic potential at the tip
of the guest (Figure 4.3.5.6).

Figure 4.3.5.6 Comparison of mean peak area versus functional group σ-hole/tip ESP
value.
There was a very high correlation between the electrostatic potential on the tip of the
functional group for each of the guest molecules when compared to the mean peak area
(R2 = 0.883). Benzene was omitted from the trendline calculation since it does not
contain functional groups in the same manner as the other guests. Nitrobenzene was
omitted from the plot since it appeared very far down and to the right of fluorobenzene.
Nitrobenzene and benzene apparently follow a different mechanism compared to the rest
of the guests tested. For the rest of guests, the trend appears to fit.
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4.4 Conclusions
We have measured the selectivity of 1 towards a series of guest molecules which
differ based on their electronic properties to determine any trends which dictate
preference. We used this series to help refine the conclusions outlined in the previous
chapter showing that the size and shape of the guest can make a difference for the
selectivity of 1.
The initial studies are built on the previous work based comparing size and shape.
The size and the shape of the guest molecule were held constant during the first set of
selectivity experiments. The goal was to determine the effect of removing electron
donating substituents, such as the methyl groups, from p-xylene, and replacing them with
electron withdrawing substituents, such as chlorine atoms. A comparison between pxylene and p-dichlorobenzene revealed a significant preference for alkyl electron
donating groups on the guest molecule. The amount selectivity, in the guest ratio between
p-xylene and p-dichlorobenzne, was overwhelmingly in favor of p-xylene. By holding the
size and shape of the guest molecules constant, it was shown that the electronics of the
guest molecule would have an impact on the selectivity of 1. We then compared the
selectivity of 1 for p-xylene and p-chlorotoluene. We found that the framework still
contained a higher guest ratio of p-xylene than p-chlorotoluene. By only having one
functional group different, the preference for p-xylene was not as extreme as before. The
experiments showed that selectivity is affected by subtle changes in the guest molecules.
Overall, this series of experiments showed a preference for the guest with more electron
donating alkyl groups when size and shape were held constant.
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We delved deeper into the interaction between the framework and the guest
molecules by measuring selectivity using an experimental design containing a wide range
of guest molecules. By selecting only small aromatic guest molecules which were monosubstituted and ordering these substituents from electron withdrawing to electron
donating based on their Hammett constants, specifically the σp-values, a comparison
could be made. Here we did not find selectivity of 1 to lie at one extreme or the other.
There was not a clear trend showing complete selectivity for the guest which had the
most electron withdrawing or the most electron donating functional group on the
aromatic ring. The most electron donating group, -N(Me3)2, was not the most preferred, it
was third, behind ethylbenzene and iodobenzene.
The guest molecules were ordered based on selectivity and plotted against
chemical and physical properties of the guest. We found correlations between the
selectivity of 1 and these properties. The guest size was an important parameter as it has
been shown in previous work that the framework was selective towards larger guest
molecules. Indeed, as the guest volume increased, so did the selectivity. When all the data
was plotted against cubic guest volume, the R2 = 0.63. The strength of the correlation
improved when the nitrobenzene and N,N-dimethylaniline were removed from the
dataset. These two guests have a slight shape difference compared to the rest of the guest
molecules. After this change, the fit had an R2 = 0.82.
A strong correlation was found between the electron withdrawing guest molecules
and their respective densities. When fitted with a linear correlation, the data had a fit of
R2 = 0.92. Such a high degree of correlation would indicate that denser molecules would
fair better in a competition reaction. The denser guest molecules would have less
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interaction with the air/solvent interface and likely have a higher concentration in growth
solution. This same level of correlation was not seen for the electron donating guests,
indicating other mechanisms are also at play.
Pressing further into the guest properties, there was a correlation between the
boiling point of the guest molecules and their selectivity. Unlike with density, a linear
correlation was observed for the boiling point with almost all the guest molecules. The fit
has an R2 = 0.74, but there was a definite trend for increased guest selectivity and a
higher boiling point. The one guest that did not follow this trend was nitrobenzene,
indicating some other interaction between it and 1. Combining this information and the
density, we see that denser molecules with high boiling points have a high selectivity
within 1.
Finally, we calculated the electrostatic potential map for a section of the
framework and each of the guest molecules. The explanation of what caused the guest
selectivity order pertains to the lack of electron density at the terminal end of the
functional group on the aromatic ring. In the case of halogens, the area of low electron
density would be at the σ-hole. A correlation was found between the positive value for
this area of low electron density for halogens, methyl hydrogens for alkyl groups, and the
level of guest inclusion. As the tip of the guest has lower electron density, the more
dominant the guest was shown to be. The low electron density area works as an anchor
within the framework making the guest more dominant. The layers of the framework
were calculated to be areas of high electron density. Guests with low electron density at
the terminus of their functional group would have a favorable interaction. Guests with
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areas of high electron density would have more repulsion from the framework layer and
therefore would have an unfavorable interaction.
We have shown that guest electronics plays an important role when it comes to
guest selectivity. Comparing the electronic nature of two guest molecules provides a
preview as to which guest the framework will have a propensity to select. As has been
seen in previous studies, selectivity can prefer one guest over another; however, that
selectivity does not dictate a high concentration in 1. Our next goal will be to look at the
trends observed and correlate them to how the individual guests fill the framework.
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Chapter 5

Understanding Guest Selectivity by Probing Single Guest
Systems with Multiple Analysis Techniques
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5.1 Abstract
We observed several trends competition reactions, and it was necessary to
understand how a series of guests individually interact with our hydrogen bonded
framework. We look to gain further insight about which properties of the guest molecules
contribute to their selectivity. Nine aromatic guest molecules were co-crystallized
individually into the framework consisting of Zn(HPDCA)2*(H2O)2 and o-tolidene. We
probed each host-guest combination using thermogravimetric analysis, head-space gas
chromatography and powder x-ray diffraction. Multiple techniques were used to
determine if there was a special relationship between the host and any of these guests. We
found that some of the preferred molecules from previous studies do not fully occupy the
framework, e.g., iodobenzene via thermogravimetric analysis and gas chromatography
testing. Guest recoveries were typically higher for thermogravimetric analysis than gas
chromatography when compared to theoretical occupancy. Tracking guest evolution over
a wide temperature range by powder x-ray diffraction revealed that the framework would
empty at temperatures significantly below the boiling point of the guest. Finally,
thermogravimetric analysis approximated the activation energy for guest evolution. It
was found to be a single step process for each of the guest molecules. After compilation
of the results, a comparison between from each guest molecules for all of the tests
performed. Guests that have high occupancy and showed retention at higher temperatures
in the framework correlated well to preferences observed earlier, though others had been
preferred but demonstrated low occupancy and retention.
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5.2 Background
Characterizing a host-guest system can require using a multitude of analytical
techniques to characterize the host-guest relationship. Ando et al. used 13C NMR, 19F
MAS NMR, wide-angle x-ray diffraction, thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) and
thermogravimetric mass spectrometry to understand the structural changes from ambient
to elevated temperatures that occur in an inclusion compound between hydrofluoroether
and β-cyclodextrin.1 To measure molecular recognition of tert-butylcalix[6]arene for
previously bound guests, Gorbatchuk simultaneously used TGA, differential scanning
calorimetery (DSC) all combined with gas analysis by mass spectrometry.2 Utilizing this
multi-instrument setup, he could measure mass loss, enthalpy and temperatures at which
guests were leaving.2 Ward et al. used a series of gas chromatography experiments to
determine selectivity of the guanidinium organodisulfonates, as well as 1H NMR, single
crystal X-ray analysis, and TGA.3 Differences in reactivity of [2+2] cycloaddition of α/βunsaturated ketones reactions, which take place inside self-assembled bis-urea
macrocylces, are monitored using TGA, 1H NMR, powder X-ray diffraction and
molecular modeling.4
Static headspace analysis is a relatively simple technique that suits our needs as it
has low detections limits. Static headspace has been used to determine the concentration
of guest molecules such as methylcyclohexane, pentane, cyclohexane, hexane, pinene
while deriving the overall host-guest ratios.5 Static headspace analysis provided a
pathway for investigation of the potential for β-cyclodextrin-thioethers to solubilize
volatile organic compounds such as benzene, toluene, ethylbenzene, isopropylbenzene,
tert-butylbenzene and cyclohexane derivatives.6 A mixture of cyclodextrin and βcyclodextrin created controlled release materials which dispersed linalool and camphor
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was studied using static headspace and multiple headspace extraction (MHE) techniques
to monitor guest evolution.7 MHE takes successive aliquots from the headspace in a stepwise fashion.7
Variable temperature powder x-ray diffraction (VT-PXRD) can provide thermal
stability data over a broad range of temperatures by tracking any changes in the structure.
Using VT-PXRD, Lah et al. performed thermal stability tests of a Cu based MOF to
determine its degradation temperature at 325°C.8 Kitagawa et al. was able to track the
dehydration of a porous coordination polymer which was reversible through rehydration
under humid conditions.9 Being able to monitor structural changes in a framework can be
especially important when observing guest loss and insertion.10 Upon heating a MOF
containing gates, the original structure pattern is lost until the MOF is rehydrated
returning it to its original structure.11
As with any reaction mechanism, a certain amount of energy is required to
remove a guest from the host molecule. Typically, that energy comes in the form of heat
as applied from an instrument or other apparatus. Luigi Nassembeni’s group performed a
significant amount of work determining activation energies for guest desolvation from
inclusion compounds.12 Nassimbeni’s group utilized a method developed by Flynn and
Wall to approximate activation energy of desolvation of inclusion compounds using
TGA.13 This method has been performed by other groups as well.16 The samples are
heated at several heating rates, usually from 2°K/min to 50°K/min depending on the
research.
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Figure 5.2.1 Example TGA plot using multiple heating ramp rates to study the guest
evolution of N,N-dimethylaniline from 1; the calculated α-level is at a point of 3% mass
loss.

Using the natural log of the heating rate vs. 1/temperature, a plot is generated and the
activation energy calculated using the Arrhenius equation.13 Luigi Nassimbeni’s group
determined an activation energy window for inclusion compounds.12,13 Nassimbeni et al.
found that the Ton (onset temperature) was a function of both the host-guest non-bonding
interactions and the physical properties of the guest itself.14 Using the boiling point of the
guest itself, and calculating Ton-Tb, the calculation could measure the relative stabilities
of inclusion compounds.15 If the calculated Ton-Tb has a negative value, Ea is much lower
than if Ton-Tb is a positive value.12,15 Ton-Tb indicates whether an inclusion compound
could be considered stable or not.15 When the mode of action is the same, a high Ea
indicates a stable compound, while a low Ea, this indicates a less stable compound.15 The
activation energy is typically higher when the inclusion compound has a cavity compared
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to a channel.12 In a cavity, the guest is critical to the structure and when the guest is
released, the empty cavity collapses the framework.18 Nessembeni et al. compared the
kinetics of desolvation with a similar, although different, host, but used the same guest
molecule. The research found that activation energy was strongly dependent on the mode
of inclusion, whether channel or cavity. The activation energy was lower for acetone
leaving a channel and higher for acetone leaving a cavity.18 While a straightforward
method for measurement of host-guest materials, Nasssembeni warns against bad
interpretations.14 They recommend looking at guests that are geometric isomers and
compounds which have the same host-guest ratio.14 Test data is plotted at different levels
of α to determine the activation energy. The alpha levels are the fractional reactions,
segments of the guest loss as viewed from the TGA mass loss step (Figure 5.2.1).13 The
α-value is directly proportional to the extent of the reaction/desolvation.13,17 This is
defined as the change in the mass of the sample. The Flynn and Wall method desolvates
using a range of heating rates, typically from 2°K/min to 32°K/min. The shape of all the
mass loss curves should be the same if the mechanism is the same.14
For each fractional reaction, percent of the mass loss step, a plot made from the
log (or natural log) of the heating rate vs. 1/T in kelvin provides a slope equation to
calculate activation energy.13 Typically, the test uses a minimum of three different alpha
ranges.17 If the slopes of the lines are parallel on the plots, it indicates a single step
decomposition for the desolvation reaction.14 The slope of the line is directly related to
activation energy, Ea, of the desorption reaction.17
We performed several analytical techniques to further understand the interaction
between the individual guests and the host framework. We aim to use this information
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and further decipher the interaction between host and guest for our framework. The work
presented here provides measured the interaction between the framework, N,Ndimethylaniline, ethylbenzene, toluene, benzene, fluorobenzene, chlorobenzene,
bromobenzene, iodobenzene, and nitrobenzene.
5.3.1 Experimental
ZnCl2 (>97%) was purchased Fisher Scientific. N,N-dimethylaniline, toluene,
ethylbenzene, benzene, fluorobenzene, iodobenzene, chlorobenzene, bromobenzene, and
nitrobenzene were reagent grade and purchased from Sigma Aldrich. O-Tolidine (>97%)
was purchased from Sigma Aldrich Chemical Company. 2,4-pyridine-dicarboxylic acid
(98%) was purchased from AK Scientific. Methanol was reagent grade from Sigma
Aldrich Chemical Company. Dimethylformamide (anhydrous, 99.8%) was purchased
from Fisher Scientific.
5.3.2 Synthesis of 1•guest
The Zn (II) metal complex was synthesized by combining ZnCl2 (0.0146 moles,
2g) in 40mL of D.I. water and 2,4-pyridinedicarboxylic acid (0.0293 moles, 4.9g) in
400mL of a 1:1 ratio of D.I. water and methanol. This was allowed to stir for
approximately 4 hours. The resulting suspension was filtered through a Buchner filter
funnel and paper filter. The white slurry was washed with D.I. water until the mother
liquor tested pH neutral. The product was allowed to dry on the funnel and then air dried
overnight. The resulting product was Zn(HPDCA)2*(H2O)2. The Zn(HPDCA)2*(H2O)2
(0.06 moles, 0.025g), and 3,3’-dimethylbenzidine (0.06mole, 0.012g) were separately
dissolved in 2mL each of methanol. The two methanol solutions were then mixed
together, stirred and a 1:1 mixture of water (1mL) and DMF (1mL) was then added. The
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single guest molecule was added to a 15mL glass vial and the component solution of the
framework was added on top.
5.3.3 Thermogravimetric Analysis Studies
TGA was run for each of the guest/framework systems. Each sample was held
isothermally for three minutes at 40°C, then a ramp rate of 2°C/min was run until a
temperature of 550°C (Figure 5.3.3.1).

Figure. 5.3.3.1. TGA plot of each 1·guest sample. The guests used were N,Ndimethylaniline, ethylbenzene, toluene, benzene, fluorobenzene, chlorobenzene,
bromobenzene, iodobenzene and nitrobenzene
The initial mass loss for each TGA plot is indicative of the guest evolving from the
sample (Figure 5.3.3.2).
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Figure. 5.3.3.2. TGA plot of toluene guest within 1•framework
For Figure 5.3.3.2, a total mass loss was observed between 25°C and 125°C of 11.22%.
From this data, the amount of toluene guest is calculated. The theoretical amount of
toluene within the framework would be approximately 12.2%. If 15.11% is attributed to
toluene only, then the framework was approximately 91.5% occupied. The theoretical
mass loss of two axial waters from the Zn metal centers within the channel would be
approximately 4.8%. The mass loss observed was 5.1% which was ~106% of theoretical.
5.3.4 Chromatographic Methods
An HP gas chromatography mass spectrometer (model 5988A) was used to
collect all chromatographic data. For GCMS method development, the isolated crystals
were placed inside of a 20mL GC headspace vial (Xpertek, PJ. Cobert, Cat#954040) and
sealed with a magnetic cap containing a high temperature rated septa (Xpertek, PJ.
Cobert, Cat#952237). A 1mL, A-2 Luer gas-tight syringe was also used headspace
analysis. All chemical reactions were carried out under ambient conditions. To determine
the GC/GCMS parameters, lightly crushed 1•framework (0.010g) crystals were heated to
200°C. This evolved all the guest molecules being tested. The temperature used was
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based on thermogravimetric analysis (TGA) data. 200°C was also used as the upper limit
because the framework decomposes at around 215°C based on melt point studies. No
traces of acetone or methanol were seen in the MS data, though sometimes DMF would
elute in the chromatogram. DMF seems to co-crystallize in small amounts. The column
used was a Supelco SLB – 5MS 30M x 0.25mm x 0.5µm film thickness. The GC oven
was initially 50°C for 2 minutes, then ramped to 180°C at a rate of 20°C/min and held for
1 minute. The total run time was 12 minutes.

5.3.5. Gas Chromatography Studies
A sample of the guest containing framework was ground and placed into a 20mL
headspace vial with magnetic cap. A special cap was engineered where a GC septum was
affixed to the top of it with high-temperature silicon. This was done purposefully because
GC septa allow for pressure within the injection port of a GC to be maintained after a
needle has punctured it. In this same manner, the headspace vial could be sampled
multiple times without losing much of the generated headspace volume other than what
was extracted. To test this, a temperature probe was set in an empty vial and maintained
an internal temperature within 1°C of the set-point temperature from 40°C-230°C. This
was to ensure proper heating of the sample over the temperature range. The sample
containing vial was heated from 40°C to 230°C using a ramp rate of 2°C per minute. This
was the same ramp rate which was used for the TGA plot from Figure 5.3.3.1. 100uL
headspace samples were taken once every 10°C step. Using Figure 5.3.3.1 as a guide for
guest evolution, the range between 40°C to 150°C can be focused on. GC headspace was
sampled every 10°C, and the peak area plotted versus temperature. The peak areas were
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normalized to the highest value peak area within the 40°C-150°C temperature range. This
was subtracted from 100% to create a descending plot like that of the TGA plot in Figure
5.3.3.2. The two plots were then overlaid and plotted on the separate y-axis. GC
parameters in 5.3.4 were used.
5.3.6. Powder x-ray diffraction
Powder X-ray diffractions patterns were collected on a Rigaku Ultima IV X-ray
diffractometer containing a CuKα source (λ =1.54051Å) and viewed with MDI Jade 9
software Samples were ground then analyzed using powder x-ray diffraction scanning
from 2θ to 30θ.
5.3.7. Temperature-dependent powder x-ray diffraction
A temperature dependent powder x-ray diffraction study was performed where a
powder pattern was taken of the guest containing material at increasing temperatures. A
powdered sample of 1·guest was initially scanned at 25°C using the parameters in 5.3.6.
the sample was removed and heated to 40°C for 10 minutes, then scanned again. This
cycle was repeated for the remain temperatures. The temperature was increased until the
framework was empty or the framework degraded.
5.3.8. Approximating Energy of Activation for Guest Loss
The determination of the activation energy of xylene isomer guest desorption
from isoquinoline-based Werner clathrates13 used a non-isothermal technique devised by
Flynn and Wall13 was recently published. This method was used to approximate the
energy of activation (Ea) for the desorption of guests listed in Table 5.4.1.1.13 Ea was
approximated using multiple heating ramp rates on a TGA within the guest loss step of a
TGA curve (Figure 5.3.3.2). The heating rates used were termed β. The fixed heating
rates were 2, 4, 8, 16 and 32K min-1. For the guest loss step, the activation energy was
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calculated over α ranges for each of the different guests (Equation 1). The definition for α
was as follows:
Eq. 1:

α = (mt - m0)/(m∞ - m0)

For calculated α, m0 = initial mass, mt = mass at time t and m∞ = final mass. Using the
Arrhenius equation (Equation 2), it was then possible to calculate activation energy for
loss of each guest from Table 1.
Eq. 2:

k = A𝑒 −𝐸𝑎/(𝑅𝑇)

For Equation 2, k is defined as the rate constant; A is the frequency factor, Ea is the
activation energy, R is the gas constant (8.3145 J/mol•K), and T is the temperature in
Kelvin. Taking the natural log (ln) of Equation 2 gives Equation 3:

Eq. 3:

𝐸𝑎

1

𝑅

𝑇

ln(k) = – ( ) ( )+ ln(A)

Equation 3 now shows the same form as y = mx + b which using the heating ramps rates
(log β) allows for plotting log β vs. 1/T (Flynn and Wall notation). A linear regression
trend line can be fit to the data. Using the slope of this line, the activation energy for
guest loss can be approximated by the different values of α.

5.4 Results and Discussion
We have gone to great lengths to use competition studies to determine the
selectivity of our framework. From Chapter 3, it was observed that the size and shape of a
molecule could be an important factor for the selectivity of the framework. It was also
observed that neither small or big molecules are automatically the preferred species. We
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also found that changing the shapes of the molecule, in the case of the m- and psubstituted aromatics, reduced incorporation of the guest molecule into the framework.
This means certain shape guests have a better fit. In Chapter 4, the focus changed to
guests of similar size and shape, p-xylene vs. p-dichlorobenzene. It was found that the
electronic nature of the guest molecule had a significant impact on the selectivity of the
framework. The framework was sensitive enough to the change of guest electronics that
comparing p-xylene vs. p-chlorotoluene shifted the selectivity profile. Nine guest
molecules were placed in competition with each other to determine preference. While
these guests were originally chosen by their size, the degree of substitution, and Hammett
σp-value, their incorporation into the framework appeared more reliant on the interaction
between the guest and the framework. Each of the highly preferred guests had a way of
interacting or anchoring themselves into the framework which made them win a
competition reaction. This interaction was based on electrostatic interactions between the
guest and the framework. We believe this to be why guests such as iodobenzene
performed so well. The partial positive tip of the iodine atom was attracted to the
negative oxygen atoms in the layer. From these competition experiments, we find that
electrostatic interactions between the guest and the framework play a significant role in
the host-guest interaction.
This still leaves the question of why specific molecules perform better than
others? If guest A is preferred over guest B, then it would stand to reason that guest A,
when co-crystallized by itself, has a high degree of occupancy within the host. This was
not always the case. Guests with alkyl substituents, such as ethylbenzene, had a high
degree of occupancy when co-crystallized on its own. Ethylbenzene was preferred over
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may of the guests when in competition. Iodobenzene was preferred over many other
guests as well but had a significantly lower occupancy when co-crystallized on its own. It
was necessary to explore how each of the nine guest molecules tested in Chapter 4 cocrystallized by themselves with the host framework. It will be shown that while guests
may be preferred, they do not always have a high concentration in the framework.

5.5 Thermogravimetric Analysis of Single Guest
To determine the single co-crystallized guest concentration in the framework, we
started with the TGA. This was performed on samples where only one guest was cocrystallized within the framework. No competition was involved with another guest for
these experiments (Table 5.5.1).
Table 5.5.1 Thermogravimetric analysis of co-crystallized single guests within the host
framework.
Guest
% Guest TGA % Guest, Theoretical % Occupied
Iodobenzene
10.9
23.6
46.0
Ethylbenzene
14.9
13.8
107.3
N,N-Dimethylaniline
15.1
15.5
97.5
Bromobenzene
18.3
19.2
95.2
Toluene
11.2
12.2
91.5
Chlorobenzene
12.2
14.6
83.8
Nitrobenzene
12.1
15.7
77.3
Benzene
7.2
10.6
68.4
Fluorobenzene
7.3
12.7
57.2

The guests in Table 5.5.1 are ordered by preference as determined in Chapter 4.
Iodobenzene was ranked first since it was preferred over the rest of the guests with
fluorobenzene coming in last. Iodobenzene had the lowest occupancy. This was very
interesting considering how well it outperformed the other guest molecules. With
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ethylbenzene and N,N-dimethylaniline, the framework was nearly full of guest. N,Ndimethylaniline will not crystallize in the framework without a secondary guest.
Numerous crystallization experiments were performed and yet a crystal would not form
without a catalytic amount of ethylbenzene. The recovery of N,N-dimethylaniline is very
good with TGA, but we know from gas chromatography quantitation that ethylbenzene
contaminates the crystal. Bromobenzene was one of the few guests with an electron
withdrawing functional group that still had better than 95% occupancy. After toluene, the
level of occupancy begins to decrease significantly down to fluorobenzene.
Fluorobenzene had a higher occupancy than iodobenzene, and the two were on opposite
ends of the preference spectrum. TGA reports a mass loss over temperature ranges. The
method itself, while very useful, is not specific unless linked to a real gas analyzer gas
chromatography mass spectrometer. It only shows a mass loss. What if we were to check
recovery another way?
5.6 Guest Quantitation by Gas Chromatography
We wanted to use a more specific method of determining how many guests were
co-crystallized in the host. Gas chromatography (GC) was used to determine percent
recovery of each guest molecule. Calibration curves were made to back-calculate guest
concentration in the framework. We compared this to the TGA data and found the values
to be different (Table 5.6.1).
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Table 5.6.1 Comparison of TGA recovery vs. GC recovery results for co-crystallized
single guest molecules, in many cases the GC values were lower
Guest

Boiling % Guest, % Guest,
TGA
% Guest,
GC
% Diff. in
Point (°C) Theoretical TGA Occupancy
GC
Occupancy Occ. (TGA(%)
(%)
GC)
Iodobenzene
188.0
23.6
10.9
46.0
4.7
19.9
56.7
Ethylbenzene
136.0
13.8
14.9
107.3
19.4
140.6
31.0
N,N-Dimethylaniline
194.0
15.5
15.1
97.5
12.6
81.3
16.6
Bromobenzene
156.0
19.2
18.3
95.2
6.9
35.9
62.3
Toluene
110.6
12.2
11.2
91.5
6.2
50.8
44.5
Chlorobenzene
131.0
14.6
12.2
83.8
9.8
67.1
19.9
Nitrobenzene
210.9
15.7
12.1
77.3
4.5
28.7
62.9
Benzene
80.1
10.6
7.2
68.4
1.6
15.1
77.9
Fluorobenzene
85.0
12.7
7.3
57.2
0.6
4.7
91.7

Comparing the TGA and GC data, we see the GC recovery was typically lower than the
TGA. In the GC recovery, we are detecting the guest. In TGA, we are observing a mass
loss. For many of the guests, such iodobenzene, benzene, fluorobenzene, bromobenzene,
nitrobenzene, and toluene, the overall recovery was lower by GC than TGA. N,Ndimethylaniline, and chlorobenzene had the closest agreement to the TGA % occupancy.
These guests still had a percent difference of 16 – 20% from the TGA occupancy. N,Ndimethylaniline chromatogram showed a contaminate of ethylbenzene. The peak area
ratio of the two guests was 73% N,N-dimethylaniline to 27% ethylbenzene.
Some of the guests, such as fluorobenzene and benzene, have recovered values
less than 2% by GC analysis. Comparing the GC data to the fluorobenzene and benzene
TGA values where the guest was less than 8%, the competition data from Chapter 4
begins to make sense. There are guests which do not fill much of the channel in the
framework. We have two methods now which show that benzene and fluorobenzene do
not fill the framework. Fluorobenzene and benzene were the least preferred from the
competition studies of Chapter 4. Table 5.6.1also lists the boiling points for all the
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molecules tested. These two guests have the lowest boiling points (and highest vapor
pressures) and therefore are more likely to evolve while preparing samples or once the
crystals have been isolated. Iodobenzene has a boiling point well above room
temperature. There is no explanation why it should have such a low recovery for both
methods just based on boiling point. Also, from the competition studies, iodobenzene was
preferred to most other guests. While iodobenzene may be able to beat other guest
molecules in competition, it does not appear to co-crystallize to a high degree in the
framework.
5.7 Comparison of Guest Loss by Gas Chromatography and Thermogravimetric
Analysis
When the guests are evolved from the TGA, we observe a mass loss. From the
TGA plot, an onset temperature can be determined for each guest molecule. Using the
GC, a similar plot can be generated, and the chromatography will show if the guest is
evolving from the framework. This evolution data can then be plotted to show the
temperature profile over which the guest evolves. We wanted to compare the onset
temperature from the TGA with the onset temperature from the GC to see if they were the
same. In many of the cases, the GC evolution profile matched or was very close to the
TGA mass loss profile. The TGA and GC used the same ramp rate of 2°C/min. Plotting
the TGA data and the GC data together, we can see how well the two methods overlap
(Figure 5.7.1)
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Figure. 5.7.1 Comparison plot of the guest, toluene evolving from the host framework,
the TGA and GC evolution data are overlaid to show a similar profile

In Figure 5.7.1, there was good agreement between the TGA and the GC until 80°C. The
guest evolves in the same manner between the two methods. Moreover, the GC confirms
that the mass loss observed in the TGA is toluene. From the TGA plot, the onset point is
the temperature at which the slope of the curve in the TGA plot begins to change. This
was determined by drawing two tangential lines on the curve. The temperature where the
two tangential lines intersect is where the slope begins to change. The onset point
temperatures for all nine guests were determined from their TGA plots. For the GC data,
it was more simple. We consider the onset temperature the temperature at which the guest
was first detected in the chromatography. In many cases, the guest was detected earlier
than the TGA onset temperature (Table 5.7.1).
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Table 5.7.1 Onset temperatures for guest evolution, the comparison between onset
temperature from TGA and first detection temperature in the GC
Rate = 2°C/min for Boiling Point
TGA and GC
(°C)
Iodobenzene
188.0
Ethylbenzene
136.0
N,N-DMA
194.0
Bromobenzene
156.0
Toluene
110.6
Chlorobenzene
131.0
Nitrobenzene
210.9
Fluorobenzene
80.1
Benzene
85.0

TGA (°C)

GC (°C)

50.1
54.0
73.5
62.8
52.2
49.7
52.4
77.9
77.4

50
40
60
70
40
40
70
40
40

From Table 5.4.1.3, many of the guests were detected by GC at 40°C. Ethylbenzene,
toluene, chlorobenzene, fluorobenzene, and benzene were all detected at 40°C.
Fluorobenzene and benzene have the lowest boiling points, and it is expected that they
would be detected early on by GC. What’s attractive to us was that GC detected high
boiling point guests such as N,N-dimethylaniline, iodobenzene and to some extent
nitrobenzene at low temperatures. It questions how strongly these guests are held within
the framework. In the case of bromobenzene, the TGA onset temperature was lower than
the GC detection temperature. This was because headspace samples were pulled every
10°C for the GC experiment rather than continuous mass loss via TGA. At 60°C,
bromobenzene was not found in the chromatography, but by 70°C, it was. This highlights
the need for multiple methods to characterize these host-guest systems fully. The results
of this comparative study also show that the temperature windows in the TGA plots do
correlate with guest loss. As shown in Figure 5.7.1, the evolution profile between the two
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methods can be very similar, though this was not the case for all the guest molecules. An
example would be ethylbenzene (Figure 5.7.2).

Figure. 5.7.2 Comparison plot of the guest, ethylbenzene, evolving from the host
framework, the TGA and GC evolution data are overlaid to show a similar profile
Ethylbenzene was detected at 40°C by GC, but the onset temperature was calculated as
54°C by TGA. What was the takeaway message from all of this? It was not surprising
that the GC can detect guest evolution early on. Sometimes earlier than the TGA. Each
method was within a close temperature range of the other. The most significant disparity
between TGA and GC evolution data occurred between fluorobenzene, benzene, and
nitrobenzene. Which method would be considered correct? In short, they both are. Each
method tells about what is going between the guest and the framework. It tells how much
of each there are, and how the guest comes out of the framework. How do we know that
guest evolution was from within the framework? The TGA shows that the guest was lost
due to a mass loss observation. The GC measured that the same guest is being evolved
from the sample. The data generated does not say conclusively that mass loss or presence
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in the chromatograph is the final say. There is one more tool in our array of methods to
determine how the guest is evolving from the framework.
5.8 Tracking Guest Evolution by Powder X-ray Diffraction
The framework changes shape as the co-crystallized guest molecule is lost. There
is a contraction along the c-axis which reduces the distance between the layers. This
contraction can be observed using powder x-ray diffraction since there is a change in the
d-spacing. This can be used to track whether a guest remains in the framework as the
surrounding environment changes. More specifically, just like with the other tests
performed thus far, we can monitor the change in the structure of the framework as we
raise the temperature. This way, when we observe a mass loss or a peak in the
chromatography, it can be determined whether the guest resides in the framework or is
evolving off the sample. To do this, the framework would be ground up, and an initial
powder x-ray diffraction scan taken at room temperature (25°C). The powdered sample
was then heated for 10 minutes at 40°C. Another scan was then taken. This process was
repeated until the framework was emptied of its guest molecule. Toluene is shown as an
example (Figure 5.8.1).
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Figure. 5.8.1. Temperature-dependent powder x-ray diffraction, toluene has filled the
framework as can be seen at 25°C, by 40°C the framework is beginning to evolve guest
molecule.
Toluene fills the framework at room temperature. The intensity at 4.5° of 2-theta
indicates this. We then raised the temperature of sample 20°C and performed another
scan. At 40°C, we see an intensity beginning to show itself at 4.85° of 2-theta. When this
appears, it means the framework has begun to empty. This would be considered an onset
temperature, just like in the TGA plot and the GC chromatograph. By 60°C, the emptied
framework was coming on strong. At 80°C, the framework had a small amount of guest
remaining. At 120°C, the framework was empty. Here we only see the intensity at 4.85°
of 2-theta. These plots were made with the other eight guests from the Chapter 4
competition study. The onset temperature values of guest loss from the powder X-ray
diffraction tests were compiled and compared against the previous methods used to
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determine the temperature of guest evolution from the framework using this method
(Table 5.8.1).
Table 5.8.1. Onset temperatures for guest evolution, the comparison between onset
temperature from TGA, first detection temperature in the GC, and powder x-ray
diffraction
Rate = 2°C/min for
TGA and GC
Iodobenzene
Ethylbenzene
N,N-DMA
Bromobenzene
Toluene
Chlorobenzene
Nitrobenzene
Fluorobenzene
Benzene

Boiling Point
(°C)
188.0
136.0
194.0
156.0
110.6
131.0
210.9
80.1
85.0

TGA (°C)

GC (°C)

PWXRD (°C)

50.1
54.0
73.5
62.8
52.2
49.7
52.4
77.9
77.4

50
40
60
70
40
40
70
40
40

40
40
60
25
40
25
25
25
25

The most striking point was that from chlorobenzene to benzene. The electron
withdrawing guests had partially full frameworks at room temperature (25°C).
Bromobenzene did as well, but the onset temperature for GC and TGA guest loss was
closer to 70°C. Looking back to Table 5.4.1.2, chlorobenzene to benzene showed an
unfilled framework from the TGA data. It remains that the powder x-ray diffraction
confirms that not all the guests fill the framework. The powder x-ray for fluorobenzene
shows empty framework. Even though iodobenzene had a weak recovery from the TGA
and the GC, at 25°C it only shows the full framework, though it readily begins to empty
at 40°C. All of this gives further evidence that while the guest co-crystallizes into the
framework, they are easily removed. A new question arises. If the onset temperatures of
guest loss are typically much lower than the boiling points than each these molecules, can
we ascertain how firmly they are bound inside the framework?
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5.9 Approximation of Activation Energy
In other systems, such as clathrates and polymers, a method for determining the
amount of energy required to remove the guest from its host has been developed. This
method was first developed back in 1966 by Flynn and Wall to use a non-isothermal
TGA method to determine the activation energy (Ea) required to lose a guest molecule. It
was used many times by Nassembeni et al. to determine the activation energy of guests
evolving from clathrates.
We estimated the stability of 1·guest for each of the nine by using the simple
calculation of Ton-Tbp.12,15 Nassembeni et al. determined that a positive value for this
calculation would indicate a stable host-guest while a negative value would indicative
and unstable host-guest.12,15 The relationship carried over to activation energy, since
positive Ton-Tbp values would give higher activation energies.12,15 Negative values would
give lower activation energies (Table 5.9.1).
Table 5.9.1 Calculation of Ton-Tb to estimate the stability of the 1·guest for each of the
single co-crystallized guest molecules. TGA onset temperatures were used.
Guest
Fluorobenzene
Benzene
Toluene
Chlorobenzene
Ethylbenzene
Bromobenzene
Iodobenzene
N,N-DMA
Nitrobenzene

BP
80.1
85
110.6
131
136
156
188
194
210.9
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Ton
77.9
77.4
52.2
49.7
54
62.8
50.1
73.5
52.4

Ton-Tbp
-2.2
-7.6
-58.4
-81.3
-82
-93.2
-137.9
-120.5
-158.5

Table 5.9.1 creates a very telling story based on a simple calculation. As the boiling point
of the guest increases, the host-guest material should be considered less stable.
We approximated the activation energy for each of the nine guest molecules. An
Arrhenius plot was made for each of the guests using the previous mentioned methods.
From this plot, an equation was generated which allowed us to solve for the activation
energy (Ea). The plot for ethylbenzene was used as an example (Figure 5.9.1).

Figure. 5.9.1. Arrhenius plot used to approximate the activation energy (Ea) required to
evolve ethylbenzene from the framework.
Section 5.3.8 explains how to calculate the values of alpha, but what is this calculating?
When mass loss begins in a TGA plot, the total percent mass loss can be calculated for
each step. We are interested in the guest loss steps and the energy associated with guest
loss. The alpha values are just fractions of the guest loss step from the TGA plot. For
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example, when alpha = 0.08, 5% of the mass has been lost from the sample. At alpha =
0.12, 7% of the mass in the sample has been lost. For alpha = 0.15, 9% of the mass from
sample has been lost. Using these three mass loss ranges termed alpha; we plotted the log
of the heating ramp rate versus 1/T (°K)*1000. The temperature used (in °K) was the
same temperature for mt or mass at time = t, for that alpha range at that ramp rate. For
example, in Figure 5.9.1, the farthest blue diamond on the bottom right of the graph. At
5% mass loss, the log of 2°K/min would equal 0.301, and this would be the y-value on
the scatter plot. The temperature where the 5% mass loss occurs was 69.5°C or 342.6°K.
This calculates as 1/(342.6°K) and then multiplied by 1000 was equal to 2.92, which was
the x-value. The rest of the y-values, for alpha = 0.08 are the log of the ramp rates from 2
through 32°K/min. The temperature, mt, changes as the ramp rate increases. This
temperature change provides the rest of the x-values. Plotting out these values provides a
slope which can then be used to calculate the activation energy, Ea, based on the
Arrhenius equation.
The plot in Figure 5.9.1 was made for all the guest molecules, and from the
equations, their activation energies were approximated. Each plot had parallel straight
lines which based on literature would indicate a single-step reaction.14 We compared
these activation energies against the other data we have generated thus far for these guest
molecules (Table 5.9.1).
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Table 5.9.1. Onset temperatures for guest evolution, the comparison between onset
temperature from TGA, first detection temperature in the GC, onset temperatures from
powder x-ray diffraction, and approximated activation energy, Ea, for guest loss
Rate = 2°C/min for Boiling Point
TGA and GC
(°C)
Iodobenzene
188.0
Ethylbenzene
136.0
N,N-DMA
194.0
Bromobenzene
156.0
Toluene
110.6
Chlorobenzene
131.0
Nitrobenzene
210.9
Fluorobenzene
80.1
Benzene
85.0

TGA (°C)

GC (°C)

50.1
54.0
73.5
62.8
52.2
49.7
52.4
77.9
77.4

50
40
60
70
40
40
70
40
40

PWXRD (°C) Ea (kJ/mol)
40
40
60
25
40
25
25
25
25

53.5
67.0
109.3
78.9
64.2
75.8
75.2
147.0
148.0

Referencing the activation energies in the Table 5.9.1, we see that the two guest
molecules which have had the hardest time in the competition studies have the highest
calculated activation energy approximation. Typical values for other small, aromatic
molecules evolving from an inclusion compound ranges from 34 – 150 kJ/mol while
cavity containing inclusion compounds ranged from 100 kJ/mol – 300 kJ/mol.12
Nitrobenzene in channeled inclusion compound had an Ea = 151 kJ/mol, about double
ours.12 Our calculated activation energy for benzene is about double for a channeled
inclusion compound.13 Looking at the low temperatures that most of the guest begin to
evolve out of the framework, having activation energy lower than clathrate systems
makes sense. This is because the framework has a 1-D channel and has shown to lose the
guests readily, especially when the heat was applied. Clathrates tend to trap the guest
molecules making it more difficult for them to be released. The fact that the two guests,
benzene, and fluorobenzene had some of the highest energy values, but some of the
lowest concentrations/occupancies mean that this method may not work as well for
materials which readily lose their guests at room temperature. We were looking to see
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energies for iodobenzene being the highest. If this were the case, iodobenzene might not
fill up the framework, but at least it was held tightly. The guest with a higher energy
value that makes sense would be N,N-dimethylaniline. Its large functional group would
be difficult to wiggle out of the 1-D channel and therefore require more energy. Overall,
no clear trend was observed for the approximated activation energies. Given the structure
of the framework, where we have an open channel for the guests to exit from, low
activation energies would be expected as there were low temperatures required to evolve
the guests as well.
5.10. Conclusions
The goal of this chapter was to have a deeper understanding of the results of the
competition study in Chapter 4. We have previously shown how calculated electrostatic
potential maps could explain the selectivity order of our framework. We wanted to show
further evidence of the guest interacting with the framework in ways that might explain
competition order.
We began by determining the occupancy of each of the nine guest molecules
using the TGA. Even though the framework highly preferred iodobenzene, it had a low
occupancy of 46% by TGA. Ethylbenzene, and N,N-dimethylaniline, each containing an
electron donating substituents, had nearly 100% occupancy. This would be expected of a
guest molecule that beats out other guest molecules in a competition. Bromobenzene,
with its partial positive σ-hole, also ranks highly at 95.2% by TGA. From toluene on
down, the percent occupancy also drops. These guests were not as competitive and
tended to be outperformed by the other guests in the series. Overall, the TGA data was inline with the competition data, except for iodobenzene. We believe that iodobenzene was
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a particular case due to its structure. The large σ-hole at the tip of the iodine atom can
anchor the guest molecule inside the framework and doesn’t allow for other guests to
compete as crystallization occurs.
The second method of recovery was performed using GC. The GC recovery was
lower than the TGA analysis. For example, the iodobenzene concentration dropped in
half compared to the TGA results. Some of the other guests who were highly preferred
tended to have high recovery from the GC method, including ethylbenzene, and N,Ndimethylaniline. In many of the cases, there was a 50% difference between the TGA
results and the GC. A calibration curve was generated for each of the guest molecules,
but there are more steps to prepare a sample for GC testing compared to TGA. Once the
sample is crushed, there is always potential to lose analyte. In each of the samples, the
guest of choice was recovered. This experiment confirmed that the mass loss observed in
the TGA was the guests we put into the growth solution.
A comparison was made between the guest evolution via TGA to guest evolution
by GC. For most of the guests, the evolution profile of the guest matched between the
TGA and GC experiments. We confirmed that the mass loss in the TGA was the guest in
question. Guests with electron withdrawing groups had the most significant deviations in
the guest evolution profile. Bromobenzene showed a slower mass loss in the GC as
compared to the TGA. The detection temperature for bromobenzene matched with the
TGA onset temperature. Nitrobenzene was the only guest where the GC detection
temperature was about 20 degrees higher than the TGA temperature. This study provides
confidence that we are evolving the guest molecules over the temperature ranges we see
in the TGA.
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Powder x-ray diffraction was used to confirm structural changes in the framework
at different temperatures to confirm when the guests were leaving the framework. We
found excellent agreement between the TGA, GC and powder x-ray data for the onset
temperature of guests leaving such as iodobenzene, ethylbenzene, N,N-dimethylaniline,
and toluene. For the remaining guests, we knew there was a tendency not to have a high
occupancy value. If the framework were half-full, to begin with, the onset temperature for
guest loss from the powder pattern would appear low. Iodobenzene and bromobenzene
were a bit surprising. Iodobenzene appeared full in the powder pattern, but we know it
did not appear full based on the TGA and the GC recovery values. Bromobenzene had a
high TGA occupancy, was preferred in the competition study but had a low GC recovery
and had some empty framework at room temperature. Guests who were preferred in the
competition study tended to have higher onset temperature values from the powder x-ray
data. Since sample prep for this method has a grinding step, there is some expected guest
loss. Heat generated in the sample from grinding could prematurely evolve the guest.
Finally, we approximated the activation energy, Ea, for each of the guest
molecules. Using the TGA, we did this to show that the guest order from the competition
study may be tied back to the amount of energy needed to release a guest molecule. If a
guest is highly preferred, we would expect it to be harder to remove from the framework
and therefore have higher activation energy. Ultimately, this was not the case. The
activation energies for each guest appeared to go up and down. Comparing to other cocrystallized guest systems, our lower activation energies for a majority of our guest
molecule make sense considering the 1-D channel of the framework.
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We have shown multiple methods of analysis, such as GC, TGA, and powder xray to analyzed 1·single guest under a multitude of conditions to help explain the order
discovered in the previous chapters competition study. We feel that in addition to the
electrostatic potential interactions, having a guest that can fill the framework on its own
will increase its likely-hood of beating out other guest molecules. While nothing beats a
head to head competition to determine selectivity, it can be said that molecules which are
more stable guests within the framework have a higher probability of winning that
competition.
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Chapter 6

Conclusions
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6.1 Final Conclusions
We have shown that the sum of many small forces working in concert can lead to
a robust and stable material capable of selective molecule separation. Supramolecular
chemists have worked tirelessly for many decades proving the simple fact that with
careful planning, new materials are possible even when held together by weak forces.
The sheer volume of knowledge, structures, and applications that have come out of this
field of research is indeed awe-inspiring. We have explored the interactions of a variety
of guest molecules with our charge-assisted hydrogen bonded framework consisting of
Zn(HPDA)2·(H2O)2 and o-tolidene. We have used a multitude of analytical techniques to
the detect the guest molecules as a well as changes in the framework itself. Ultimately,
this framework has demonstrated that molecules can be separated by the selective cocrystallization of one guest vs. another. We have tested the capability of the framework to
separate guest pairs based on relative size, by shape, and by electronic nature of the guest
molecule. The observed selectivity led to further questions about why a particular guest
was preferred. What was it about a guest that caused it to co-crystallize over another?
In the first study, we devised a new method of analysis using solid phase
microextraction. This method can test for co-crystallized guest molecules as they evolve
from the 1-dimensional channels but it does not destroy the framework. Previously, GC
methods heated the sample to a point where the framework degraded. In this method, the
hydrogen bonded framework releases the guest molecules, and they are adsorbed onto a
solid-phase microextraction fiber. This fiber is inserted into GC, and the guest is then
detected. Three advantages come from this method of analysis. The framework is
retained during the analysis leaving it available for further testing. The test allows for
TGA analysis coupled to a GC or GCMS at a low cost to entry. The SPME fibers have
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low detection limits. The sample size can be small as well, which when dealing with
crystals is an advantage. After the guest has been detected, the sample can still be used to
look at changes in the host utilizing other analytical methods. If two guest molecules
have a similar response factor with the polymer coating on the SPME fiber, both guests
can be detected qualitatively from the TGA exhaust gas using this method.
In the second study, the selectivity of the framework towards guest size and shape
was evaluated. A series of guest molecules of varying size and shape were placed in
competition reactions and allowed to co-crystallize inside of the framework. Several
different selectivity profiles were observed. The competition between benzene and
phenol showed almost no selectivity. Another experiment showed that toluene was
preferred to benzene. When one particular size molecule, p-difluorobenzene, was held
constant, it appeared that the larger guest was preferred. Then diethylbenzene showed
concentration-dependent selectivity when compared against p-fluorobenzene. It was
thought that guest preference moved from smaller to larger, but there appears to be a
maximum size for a guest molecule. The smaller guest can take its place. That is until a
particular concentration. Latter, the guest size was held constant, but the shape was
changed. We focused on smaller molecules, such as p-xylene vs. p-diethylbenzene, and
then compared the geometric isomers in the m- and o- position as well. The geometric
isomers of xylene and diethylbenzene had different selectivity profiles compared to the
para-position. The selectivity was not specific or slightly in favored one molecule. Based
on TGA results, the shape does play a significant factor selectivity and uptake. The metaand ortho- position isomers had low inclusion rates compared to the para- molecules.
The lack of selectivity between molecules was due to a lack of guests co-crystallizing.
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The data does show a sweet spot for the guest molecules, not too big or too small. The
issues with selectivity arrive when the guests struggle to co-crystallize.
The third study delved deeper into a new set of properties held by the selected
guest molecules. During the size and shape testing, it was observed that fluorinated
guests did not perform well against xylenes or another guest with electron donating
groups. The trend provided the next question that needed to an answer. What if two guest
molecules, with entirely different electronics but the same size and shape, are placed in
competition? Would the trend continue? Two very similar molecules were selected, pxylene and p-dichlorobenzene. The electrostatic potential maps were calculated for each
to show just how different they were. The same trend was observed in the previous study,
the guest with the electron donating substituent was preferred. The preference was not
extreme, so two guests of even closer similarity were chosen, p-xylene and pchlorotoluene were introduced. The selectivity towards p-xylene had decreased. The
frameworks selectivity is sensitive to subtle changes in the guest type. Nine monosubstituted benzene molecules were chosen for competition to explore this idea further.
The electronic nature of the guest molecule did make a difference in selectivity. Guests
with alkyl donating groups were preferred but with some exceptions. Iodobenzene and
bromobenzene performed very well during the study. Electrostatic potential maps of the
guests and pieces of the framework were calculated. Based on the areas of electron
density, it appeared that iodobenzene and bromobenzene had perfect anchor points at the
terminal end of the halogen, σ-hole, and in the centroid of the aromatic ring to have a
non-repulsive interaction with the framework. These features of the molecules are why
both faired much better in the competition reaction than initially expected. Plotting values
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pulled from the ESP maps against the guest order from the competition reactions gave a
linear correlation. Comparing other physical properties of the molecules against
selectivity order provided other insights. There was a linear correlation observed between
guests with electron withdrawing groups and density of the molecule. The boiling point
also showed a linear correlation but the fit applied to the data was weaker than density.
The guests did not show a linear correlation between selectivity and Hammett constant.
In the fourth study, we wanted to improve our understanding of the interaction
between the guest and the framework. What drove selectivity for one guest versus
another? If we could find evidence of strong interactions between the guest and
framework, it might shed more light on the selectivity trend observed in the third study.
Several analytical instruments were used to perform this series of test. By coming at the
problem from many angles, one may provide the answers needed. The TGA results
measured high inclusions of electron donating guests and low inclusions of electron
withdrawing guest. The percent recovery from TGA did not follow a specific trend.
Consequently, iodobenzene had meager recovery though it faired well in the competition.
The GC recovery study found even lower values of the guests compared to the TGA
results but confirmed that presence of each guest molecule. A different approach was
taken to compare the GC and TGA. The guests were evolved using the heating ramp as
the TGA, and the release profiles were compared. In most cases, the profiles between the
GC and TGA data had a high degree of overlap. The data from these two methods
showed the guest evolving within the temperature range expected for guest release while
confirming the guest presence throughout the range. Temperature-dependent powder xray diffraction monitored the presence of the guest and at what temperature the
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framework began to empty. We found excellent agreement between the TGA, GC and
powder x-ray data for the onset temperature of guests leaving such as iodobenzene,
ethylbenzene, N,N-dimethylaniline, and toluene. For the remaining guest molecules, the
framework was partially empty at room temperature. The TGA was also used to
approximate the activation energy for the desorption of the guest molecule from the 1dimensional channel. A simple calculation of Ton – Tb gave negative values for all nine of
the guest molecules. From the literature, a negative value for this calculation indicates
that the system is not stable and the guest is likely to leave. The approximate activation
energies for each of the guest were within the same window value as inclusion
compounds that contain channels. The trend for highest to lower activation energy did not
correlate back to what was observed in the competition study. A few of the energy values
were surprising such as benzene and fluorobenzene considering how poorly these two
molecules co-crystallized.
The goal of this body of work was to establish a set of rules for the type of
molecules which would be selectively co-crystallized by our hydrogen bonded
framework. Each of the studies provided new insights expanding our understanding of
the framework’s capabilities. Therefore, we offer the following rules of attraction based
on our research:
1) The framework can co-crystallize molecules with a variety of sizes, but when
in competition, the guest cannot be too large or too small. Guest molecules
such as p-xylene have the best fit.
2) If a potential guest is a geometric isomer of a high inclusion guest, it does not
dictate that the same results will follow.
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3) Guest electronics can order selectivity. The framework is sensitive to subtle
electronic changes in the guest molecules when size and shape are constant.
4) Aromatic guests with electron donating groups are preferred to electron
withdrawing groups but with exceptions. If the electron withdrawing group
provides an anchor point between the molecule and the framework, selectivity
will increase for that guest.
5) For aromatic guest with electron withdrawing functional groups, the density
of the guest can affect selectivity where more dense molecules were favored.
Future studies for this work would utilize this research to determine what
characteristics of a guest would increase the stability of the host-guest relationships. The
objective would be to have a host-guest system with a Ton – Tb > 0 so that the applications
for the framework can be developed. A stronger binding of the guest to the host would
also be possible through modification of the pillars which separate the layers. The tools
used in this research, such as electrostatic potential mapping, could paint a picture of
what the internal framework environment should look like for targeted guest selectivity.
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Appendix I – Powder Pattern Data

192

Figure I.1. – Powder XRD of 1•toluene guest filled framework
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Figure I.2 – Powder XRD of 1•m-xylene and 1,3-diethylbenzene guest filled framework
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Figure I.3 – Powder XRD of 1•benzene and phenol guest filled framework
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Figure I.4 – Powder XRD of 1•benzene and toluene guest filled framework
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Figure I.6 – Powder XRD of 1•p-xylene and m-xylene guest filled framework
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Figure I.6 – Powder XRD of 1•toluene and di-fluorobenzene guest filled framework
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Figure I.5 – Powder XRD of 1•p-xylene and p-di-fluorobenzene guest filled framework
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Figure I.6 – Powder XRD of 1•p-diethylbenzene and p-di-fluorobenzene guest filled
framework
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Figure I.7 – Powder XRD of 1• p-di-fluorobenzene empty framework
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Figure I.8 – Powder XRD of 1•m-xylene and fluorobenzene guest filled framework
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Figure I.9 – Powder XRD of 1•p-xylene and p-diethylbenzene guest filled framework
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Figure I.10 – Powder XRD of 1•m-xylene and m-diethylbenzene guest filled framework
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Figure I.10 – Powder XRD of 1•o-xylene and o-diethylbenzene guest filled framework
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Figure I.11 – Powder XRD of 1•p-chlorotoluene, empty framework
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Figure I.12 – Powder XRD of 1•p-dichlorobenzene, empty framework
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Figure I.13. Temperature dependent powder x-ray diffraction, the N,N-dimethylaniline
guest molecules appear to be evolving at 80°C, initiating the emptying of 1.
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Figure I.14 Temperature dependent powder x-ray diffraction, the toluene guest
molecules appear to be evolving at 40°C, initiating the emptying of 1.
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Figure I.15 Temperature dependent powder x-ray diffraction, the ethylbenzene guest
molecules appear to be evolving at 40°C, initiating the emptying of 1
210

Figure I.16 Temperature dependent powder x-ray diffraction, the benzene guest
molecules appear to be evolving at 25°C, initiating the emptying of 1.
211

Figure I.19. Temperature dependent powder x-ray diffraction, the fluorobenzene guest
molecules appear to be absent at 25°C, giving an empty 1.
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Figure 1.20 Temperature dependent powder x-ray diffraction, the iodobenzene guest
molecules appear to be evolving at 40°C, initiating the emptying of 1.
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Figure I.21. Temperature dependent powder x-ray diffraction, the chlorobenzene guest
molecules appear to be evolving at 25°C, initiating the emptying of 1.
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Figure I.22 Temperature dependent powder x-ray diffraction, the bromobenzene guest
molecules appear to be evolving at 25°C, initiating the emptying of 1.
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Figure I.23 Temperature dependent powder x-ray diffraction, the nitrobenzene guest
molecules appear to be evolving at 25°C, initiating the emptying of 1.
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Appendix II – Thermogravimetric Analysis Data

217

Figure II.1 Thermogravimetric analysis of N,N-methylaniline, heating rate of 2°C/min
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Figure II.2 Thermogravimetric analysis of N,N-methylaniline, heating rate of 4°C/min
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Figure II.3 Thermogravimetric analysis of N,N-methylaniline, heating rate of 8°C/min
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Figure II.4 Thermogravimetric analysis of N,N-methylaniline, heating rate of 16°C/min
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Figure II.5 Thermogravimetric analysis of N,N-methylaniline, heating rate of 32°C/min
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Figure II.6 Thermogravimetric analysis of ethylbenzene, heating rate of 2°C/min
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Figure II.7 Thermogravimetric analysis of ethylbenzene, heating rate of 4°C/min
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Figure II.8 Thermogravimetric analysis of ethylbenzene, heating rate of 8°C/min
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Figure II.9 Thermogravimetric analysis of ethylbenzene, heating rate of 16°C/min
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Figure II.10 Thermogravimetric analysis of ethylbenzene, heating rate of 32°C/min
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Figure II.11 Thermogravimetric analysis of toluene, heating rate of 2°C/min
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Figure II.12 Thermogravimetric analysis of toluene, heating rate of 4°C/min
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Figure II.13 Thermogravimetric analysis of toluene, heating rate of 8°C/min
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Figure II.14 Thermogravimetric analysis of toluene, heating rate of 16°C/min
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Figure II.15 Thermogravimetric analysis of toluene, heating rate of 32°C/min
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Figure II.16 Thermogravimetric analysis of benzene, heating rate of 2°C/min
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Figure II.17 Thermogravimetric analysis of benzene, heating rate of 4°C/min
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Figure II.18 Thermogravimetric analysis of benzene, heating rate of 8°C/min
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Figure II.19 Thermogravimetric analysis of benzene, heating rate of 16°C/min
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Figure II.20 Thermogravimetric analysis of benzene, heating rate of 32°C/min
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Figure II.21 Thermogravimetric analysis of fluorobenzene, heating rate of 2°C/min
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Figure II.22 Thermogravimetric analysis of fluorobenzene, heating rate of 4°C/min
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Figure II.23 Thermogravimetric analysis of fluorobenzene, heating rate of 8°C/min
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Figure II.24 Thermogravimetric analysis of fluorobenzene, heating rate of 16°C/min
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Figure II.25 Thermogravimetric analysis of fluorobenzene, heating rate of 32°C/min
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Figure II.26 Thermogravimetric analysis of chlorobenzene, heating rate of 2°C/min
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Figure II.27 Thermogravimetric analysis of chlorobenzene, heating rate of 4°C/min
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Figure II.28 Thermogravimetric analysis of chlorobenzene, heating rate of 8°C/min
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Figure II.29 Thermogravimetric analysis of chlorobenzene, heating rate of 16°C/min
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Figure II.30 Thermogravimetric analysis of chlorobenzene, heating rate of 32°C/min
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Figure II.31 Thermogravimetric analysis of bromobenzene, heating rate of 2°C/min
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Figure II.32 Thermogravimetric analysis of bromobenzene, heating rate of 4°C/min
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Figure II.33 Thermogravimetric analysis of bromobenzene, heating rate of 8°C/min
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Figure II.34 Thermogravimetric analysis of bromobenzene, heating rate of 16°C/min
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Figure II.35 Thermogravimetric analysis of bromobenzene, heating rate of 32°C/min
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Figure II.36 Thermogravimetric analysis of iodobenzene, heating rate of 2°C/min
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Figure II.37 Thermogravimetric analysis of iodobenzene, heating rate of 4°C/min
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Figure II.38 Thermogravimetric analysis of iodobenzene, heating rate of 8°C/min
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Figure II.39Thermogravimetric analysis of iodobenzene, heating rate of 16°C/min
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Figure II.40 Thermogravimetric analysis of iodobenzene, heating rate of 32°C/min
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Figure II.41 Thermogravimetric analysis of nitrobenzene, heating rate of 2°C/min
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Figure II.42 Thermogravimetric analysis of nitrobenzene, heating rate of 4°C/min
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Figure II.43 Thermogravimetric analysis of nitrobenzene, heating rate of 8°C/min
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Figure II.44 Thermogravimetric analysis of nitrobenzene, heating rate of 16°C/min
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Figure II.45 Thermogravimetric analysis of nitrobenzene, heating rate of 32°C/min
262

Appendix III – Supplemental Figures for Chapter 5

263

Figure IV.1 Evolution profile of N,N-dimethylaniline from 1•framework, TGA vs
GCMS
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Figure IV.2 Calibration curve for N,N-dimethylaniline
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Figure IV.3 Evolution profile of Toluene from 1•framework, TGA vs GCMS
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Figure IV.4 Calibration curve for Toluene, GC
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Figure IV.5 Estimate of activation energy for toluene loss, based on TGA using multiple
heating rates
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Figure IV.6 Evolution profile of thylbenzene from 1•framework, TGA vs GCMS
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Figure IV.7 Calibration curve for ethylbenzene, GC
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Figure IV.8 Estimate of activation energy for ethylbenzene loss, based on TGA using
multiple heating rates
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Figure IV.9 Evolution profile of benzene from 1, TGA vs GCMS
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Figure IV.10 Calibration curve for benzene, GC
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Figure IV.11 Estimate of activation energy for benzene loss, based on TGA using
multiple heating rates
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Figure IV.12 Evolution profile of fluorobenzene from 1, TGA vs GCMS
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Figure IV.13 Calibration curve for fluorobenzene, GC
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Figure IV.14 Estimate of activation energy for fluorobenzene loss, based on TGA using
multiple heating rates
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Figure IV.15. Evolution profile of iodobenzene from 1, TGA vs GCMS
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Figure IV.16 Calibration curve for iodobenzene, GC
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Figure IV.17 Estimate of activation energy for iodobenzene loss, based on TGA using
multiple heating rates
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Figure IV.18 Evolution profile of chlorobenzene from 1, TGA vs GCMS
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Figure IV.19 Calibration curve for chlorobenzene, GC
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Figure IV.20 Estimate of activation energy for chlorobenzene loss, based on TGA using
multiple heating rates
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Figure IV.21 Evolution profile of bromobenzene from 1, TGA vs GCMS
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Figure IV.22 Calibration curve for bromobenzene, GC
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Figure IV.23 Estimate of activation energy for bromobenzene loss, based on TGA using
multiple heating rates
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Figure IV.24. Evolution profile of nitrobenzene from 1, TGA vs GCMS
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Figure IV.25 Calibration curve for nitrobenzene, GC
288

Figure IV.26 Estimate of activation energy for nitrobenzene loss, based on TGA using
multiple heating rates
289

